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Structure of lectures I

̈̈ Introduction and overviewIntroduction and overview

̈̈ Core and interiorCore and interior: energy generation and : energy generation and 
standard solar modelstandard solar model

̈̈ Solar oscillations and Solar oscillations and helioseismologyhelioseismology

̈̈ Solar rotationSolar rotation

̈̈ Solar radiation and spectrumSolar radiation and spectrum
̈̈ Solar spectrumSolar spectrum

̈̈ RadiativeRadiative transfertransfer

̈̈ Formation of absorption and emission linesFormation of absorption and emission lines

̈̈ ConvectionConvection: The convection zone and : The convection zone and 
granulation etc.granulation etc.



Structure of lectures II

̈̈ The solar atmosphere: structureThe solar atmosphere: structure
̈̈ PhotospherePhotosphere

̈̈ ChromosphereChromosphere

̈̈ Transition RegionTransition Region

̈̈ CoronaCorona

̈̈ Solar wind and Solar wind and heliosphereheliosphere

̈̈ The magnetic fieldThe magnetic field
̈̈ ZeemanZeeman effect and effect and UnnoUnno--RachkovskyRachkovsky equationsequations

̈̈ Magnetic elements and sunspotsMagnetic elements and sunspots

̈̈ ChromosphericChromospheric and coronal magnetic fieldand coronal magnetic field

̈̈ The solar cycleThe solar cycle

̈̈ Coronal heatingCoronal heating



Structure of lectures III

̈̈ Solar cycle and solar dynamoSolar cycle and solar dynamo

̈̈ Atmospheric heatingAtmospheric heating

̈̈ Explosive and eruptive phenomenaExplosive and eruptive phenomena
̈̈ FlaresFlares

̈̈ CMEsCMEs

̈̈ Explosive eventsExplosive events

̈̈ SunSun--Earth connectionEarth connection
̈̈ CMEsCMEs and space weatherand space weather

̈̈ Longer term variability and climateLonger term variability and climate

̈̈ SolarSolar--stellar connection (not this time)stellar connection (not this time)
̈̈ ActivityActivity--rotation relationshiprotation relationship

̈̈ Sunspots vs. Sunspots vs. starspotsstarspots



The Sun: a brief overview



The Sun, our star

̈̈ The Sun is a normal star:The Sun is a normal star: middle aged (4.5 middle aged (4.5 GyrGyr) ) 
main sequence star of spectral type G2main sequence star of spectral type G2

̈̈ The Sun is a special star:The Sun is a special star: it is the only star on which it is the only star on which 
we can resolve the spatial scales on which we can resolve the spatial scales on which 
fundamental processes take place. fundamental processes take place. 

̈̈ The Sun is a special star:The Sun is a special star: it provides almost all the it provides almost all the 
energy to the Earthenergy to the Earth

̈̈ The Sun is a special star:The Sun is a special star: it provides us with a it provides us with a 
unique laboratory in which to learn about various unique laboratory in which to learn about various 
branches of physics.branches of physics.



The Sun: a few numbers

̈̈ Mass = 1.99 10Mass = 1.99 103030 kg ( = 1 Mkg ( = 1 M::))

̈̈ Average density = 1.4 g/cmAverage density = 1.4 g/cm33

̈̈ Core density = 1.5Core density = 1.5××101022 g/cmg/cm³³

̈̈ Luminosity = 3.84 Luminosity = 3.84 10102626 W ( = 1 LW ( = 1 L::))

̈̈ Effective temperature = 5777 K (G2 V)Effective temperature = 5777 K (G2 V)

̈̈ Core temperature = 15 10Core temperature = 15 1066 K K 

̈̈ Surface gravitational acceleration g = 274 m/sSurface gravitational acceleration g = 274 m/s22

̈̈ Age = 4.55 10Age = 4.55 1099 years (from meteorite isotopes)years (from meteorite isotopes)

̈̈ Radius = 6.96 10Radius = 6.96 1055 km km 

̈̈ Distance = 1 AU = 1.496 (+/Distance = 1 AU = 1.496 (+/--0.025) 100.025) 1088 km (km (≈≈8 light minutes)8 light minutes)

̈̈ 1 arc sec = 7221 arc sec = 722±±12 km on solar surface (elliptical Earth orbit)12 km on solar surface (elliptical Earth orbit)

̈̈ Rotation period = 27 days at equator (Rotation period = 27 days at equator (synodicsynodic, i.e. as seen , i.e. as seen 
from Earth; Carrington rotation)from Earth; Carrington rotation)



The Sun’s Structure
Solar interior:Solar interior:
̈̈ Everything below Everything below 

the Sun’s (optical) the Sun’s (optical) 
surfacesurface

̈̈ Divided into Divided into 
hydrogenhydrogen--burning burning 
core, core, radiativeradiative and and 
convective zonesconvective zones

Solar atmosphere:Solar atmosphere:
̈̈ Directly observable Directly observable 

part of the Sun.part of the Sun.

̈̈ Divided into Divided into 
photosphere, photosphere, 
chromospherechromosphere, , 
corona, corona, 
heliosphereheliosphere



The solar surface

̈̈ Solar material exhibits no phase transition (e.g. from solid or Solar material exhibits no phase transition (e.g. from solid or 
liquid to gaseous as on Earth) liquid to gaseous as on Earth) îî define solar surface define solar surface 
through its radiation.through its radiation.

̈̈ Photons in solar interior make a  random walk, since they are Photons in solar interior make a  random walk, since they are 
repeatedly absorbed & reemitted. Mean free path increases repeatedly absorbed & reemitted. Mean free path increases 
rapidly with radial distance from the solar core (density and rapidly with radial distance from the solar core (density and 
opacity decrease).opacity decrease).

̈̈ Solar surface: where average vertical mean free path Solar surface: where average vertical mean free path 
becomes so large that photons escape from Sun. Surface becomes so large that photons escape from Sun. Surface 
corresponds to optical depth corresponds to optical depth ĲĲ = 1. = 1. Its height depends on  Its height depends on  そそ..

̈̈ Often Often ĲĲ = 1= 1 at  at  そそ=5000 =5000 ÅÅ is used as standard for the solar is used as standard for the solar 
surface. surface. 



Wide range of physical parameters
̈̈ Between core and corona Sun presents a wide variety of Between core and corona Sun presents a wide variety of 

physical phenomena and processes. physical phenomena and processes. 

̈̈ E.g. Gas density varies by E.g. Gas density varies by ≈≈ 30 orders of magnitude, temp. T 30 orders of magnitude, temp. T 
by 4 orders, relevant time scales from 10by 4 orders, relevant time scales from 10--1010 sec to 10 sec to 10 GyrGyr

îîDDifferent observational and theoretical techniques needed to ifferent observational and theoretical techniques needed to 
study different parts of Sun, e.g. study different parts of Sun, e.g. helioseismologyhelioseismology & nuclear & nuclear 
physics for interior, physics for interior, polarimetrypolarimetry & MHD for magnetism, etc.& MHD for magnetism, etc.



Solar physics in relation to other 
branches of physics



Fundamental physics:
Neutrinos, Gravitation

Cosmic rays, local
interstellar medium

Plasma physics

Atomic/molecular
physics

Sun-Earth relations:
climate, space weather

Cool stars: activity,
structure & evolution

Solar planets,
extrasolar planets

Turbulence,
dynamos

Solar Physics in Relation to Other Fields



The Sun as a plasma physics lab.

Sun



Solar Tests of Gravitation Physics

̈̈ Curved light path in solar gravitational field Curved light path in solar gravitational field îî Test Test 
of General Relativityof General Relativity

̈̈ Red shift of solar spectral lines Red shift of solar spectral lines îî Test of EEPTest of EEP

̈̈ Oblate shape of Sun Oblate shape of Sun îî QuadrupolQuadrupol moment of solar moment of solar 
gravitational field: Test of gravitational field: Test of BransBrans--DickeDicke theory theory 

̈̈ Comparison of solar evolution models with Comparison of solar evolution models with 
observations observations îî Limits on evolution of fundamental Limits on evolution of fundamental 
constantsconstants

̈̈ Polarization of solar spectral lines: Tests Polarization of solar spectral lines: Tests 
gravitational birefringence gravitational birefringence îî Tests of equivalence Tests of equivalence 
principle & alternative theories of gravity principle & alternative theories of gravity 



Which stars have magnetic fields or 
show magnetic activity?

̈̈ Best studied star: SunBest studied star: Sun

̈̈ F, G, K & M stars (outer F, G, K & M stars (outer 
convection zones) show convection zones) show 
magnetic activity & have magnetic activity & have 
<B> fields of G<B> fields of G--kGkG. . 

̈̈ Early type stars: Early type stars: ApAp, Bp, , Bp, 
(kG(kG--100kG), Be (100G) 100kG), Be (100G) 

̈̈ White dwarfs have B White dwarfs have B ≈≈
kGkG--10109 9 G, no activityG, no activity

̈̈ Not on diagram: pulsarsNot on diagram: pulsars



The Sun compared with an active star



Sun, Earth and planets

̈̈ Solar output affects the magnetospheres and Solar output affects the magnetospheres and 
atmospheres of planetsatmospheres of planets

̈̈ Solar energy is                   Solar energy is                   
responsible for                    responsible for                    
providing a                        providing a                        
habitable                          habitable                          
environment                         environment                         
on Earthon Earth

                                                  
                                                    

                                                          
                                                          

                                                        

                                                        
                                                      

̈̈ Solar evolution                     Solar evolution                     
and liquid water                     and liquid water                     
on Mars...on Mars...



The solar interior



The Sun’s core

̈̈ In the Sun’s core, mass is In the Sun’s core, mass is 
turned into energy. turned into energy. 

̈̈ Nuclear reactions burn  Nuclear reactions burn  
7x107x1011 11 kg/s of hydrogen into kg/s of hydrogen into 
helium.helium.

̈̈ In core, particle density and In core, particle density and 
temperature are high temperature are high îî
individual protons ram into individual protons ram into 
each other at sufficient each other at sufficient 
speed to overcome the speed to overcome the 
Coulomb barrier, forming          Coulomb barrier, forming          
He He nucliinuclii ((ĮĮ))
and releasing              and releasing              
energyenergy



Nuclear reactions in cores of stars

̈̈ Sun gains practically all its energy from the reaction    Sun gains practically all its energy from the reaction     
4p 4p ss gg + 2e+ 2e+ + + 2+ 2ȞȞ = = 44He He + 2e+ 2e+ + + 2+ 2ȞȞ

̈̈ Two basic routesTwo basic routes

̈̈ pp--pp chain: yields about 99% of energy in Sunchain: yields about 99% of energy in Sun

̈̈ CNO cycle : 1% of energy released in present day Sun CNO cycle : 1% of energy released in present day Sun 
(but dominant form of energy release in hotter stars)(but dominant form of energy release in hotter stars)

̈̈ Both chains yield a total energy Q of 26.7 Both chains yield a total energy Q of 26.7 MeVMeV per per 
He nucleus, mainly in the form of He nucleus, mainly in the form of ȖȖ--radiation Qradiation QȖȖ
(which is absorbed and heats the gas) and (which is absorbed and heats the gas) and 
neutrinos Qneutrinos QȞȞ (which escapes from the Sun). (which escapes from the Sun). 

̈̈ 0.7% of each protons mass is converted into energy0.7% of each protons mass is converted into energy



Nuclear reactions of pp-chain

̈̈ p=protonp=proton
̈̈ d=deuteriumd=deuterium
̈̈ ĮĮ=Helium=Helium
̈̈ ȖȖ=radiation=radiation
̈̈ ちち=neutrino=neutrino
̈̈ 22ndnd reaction                          

replaces                          
step 3 of                                                       

                             reaction                                                       
                              replaces                                                        

step 3 of                                                       
11stst reactionreaction

̈̈ 33rdrd reaction replaces steps 2+3 of 2reaction replaces steps 2+3 of 2ndnd reactionreaction
̈̈ Branching ratios: Branching ratios: 

̈̈ 11stst vs. 2vs. 2ndnd + 3+ 3rdrd 87 : 1387 : 13
̈̈ 22ndnd vs. 3vs. 3rdrd ss 13 : 0.01513 : 0.015

(x2)
(x2)



Nuclear reactions of CNO-cycle

̈̈ C, N and O act only as catalysts: Basically the same things C, N and O act only as catalysts: Basically the same things 
happens as with proton chain.happens as with proton chain.



Temperature dependence of pp-chain 
and CNO cycle

̈̈ pp--pp chain in cool chain in cool 
mainmain--sequence sequence 
starsstars

̈̈ CNO cycle in hot CNO cycle in hot 
mainmain--sequence sequence 
starsstars

̈̈ Triple alpha Triple alpha 
process in red process in red 
giants: 3He giants: 3He ss CC

̈ T dependence of 
p-p chain:: 
Ș(T/106)4, where Ș
depends on many 
other parameters.



Solar neutrinos

̈̈ Neutrinos, Neutrinos, ちち, are produced at various stages of the pp, are produced at various stages of the pp--chain. chain. 

̈̈ Neutrinos are also produced by the reaction: Neutrinos are also produced by the reaction: p(pp(p ee-- , , ちち)d , so)d , so--
called pep reaction. Being a 3called pep reaction. Being a 3--body reaction it is too rare to body reaction it is too rare to 
contribute to the energy, but does contribute to number of contribute to the energy, but does contribute to number of ちち..



Solar neutrino spectrum

̈̈ Continua: Continua: 
number/(cmnumber/(cm22 s s 
MeVMeV))

̈̈ Lines: Lines: 
number/(cmnumber/(cm22 s)s)

̈̈ Bars at top & Bars at top & 
shading: shading: 
sensitivity of sensitivity of 
different different 
materials to materials to ちち



Solar neutrinos II
̈̈ Since 1968 the Since 1968 the HomestakeHomestake 3737Cl experiment has Cl experiment has 

given a value of 2.1 given a value of 2.1 ±± 0.3 0.3 snusnu (1snu =1 (1snu =1 ちち / 10/ 103636

target atoms)target atoms)

̈̈ Standard solar models predict: 7Standard solar models predict: 7±±2 2 snusnu

îîSolar Neutrino Problem!Solar Neutrino Problem!

̈̈ In 1980s & 90s water based In 1980s & 90s water based KamiokandeKamiokande and larger and larger 
SuperkamiokandeSuperkamiokande detectors found that  detectors found that  
approximately half the rare, high energy approximately half the rare, high energy 88B B ちち were were 
missing.missing.

̈̈ 7171Ga experiments (GALLEX at Ga experiments (GALLEX at GranGran SassoSasso and and 
SAGE in Russia) showed that the neutrino flux was SAGE in Russia) showed that the neutrino flux was 
too low, even including the too low, even including the p(p,ep(p,e+ + ȞȞ)d neutrinos.)d neutrinos.



Results of neutrino experiments



Solar     
neutrinos III

̈̈ Sensitivity of HSensitivity of H22O,                    
71

                                         O,                                                             

                                                          
                                                                        

71Ga and Ga and 3737Cl to Cl to ちち
increases ~                        increases ~                        
exponentially with          exponentially with          
increasing increasing ちち energy.energy.

îîHomestakeHomestake 3737Cl detector and (SuperCl detector and (Super--) ) KamiokandeKamiokande see see 
mainly highmainly high--energy energy ちち from rare from rare くく++--decay of decay of 88B.B.

̈̈ Branching ratios between the various chains: central for Branching ratios between the various chains: central for 
predicting exact predicting exact ちち--flux detectable by flux detectable by 3737Cl & HCl & H22O O 

̈̈ Branching ratios depend very sensitively on Branching ratios depend very sensitively on T(rT(r=0), while =0), while 
total total ちち--flux depends only linearly on luminosity.  flux depends only linearly on luminosity.  

̈̈ Even Even 7171Ga experiments are Ga experiments are sensitvesensitve largely to high energy largely to high energy ちち..



Resolution of neutrino problem

̈̈ SNO (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory) in Sudbury, Canada SNO (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory) in Sudbury, Canada 
uses Duses D22O and can detect not just the electron neutrino, but O and can detect not just the electron neutrino, but 
also also たた and and ĲĲ neutrinosneutrinos

îîThe neutrinos arenThe neutrinos aren’’t missing, t missing, ee-- neutrinos produced in the neutrinos produced in the 
Sun just convert into Sun just convert into たた and and ĲĲ neutrinosneutrinos

îîThe problem lies with the neutrino physics.The problem lies with the neutrino physics.

̈̈ The neutrino has a small rest mass (10The neutrino has a small rest mass (10--88 mmee), which allows it ), which allows it 
to oscillate between the three flavours: eto oscillate between the three flavours: e-- neutrino, neutrino, たた
neutrino and neutrino and ĲĲ neutrino (proposed 1969 by neutrino (proposed 1969 by russianrussian theorists: theorists: 
Bruno Bruno PontecorvoPontecorvo and Vladimir and Vladimir GribovGribov, , …… but nobody but nobody 
believed them)believed them)

̈̈ Confirmation by measuring antiConfirmation by measuring anti--neutrinos from power plant neutrinos from power plant 
(with (with SuperkamiokandeSuperkamiokande).).



Resolution of neutrino problem II

̈̈ Lesson learnt: Lesson learnt: neutrinos have a multiple personality neutrinos have a multiple personality 
problem (J. problem (J. BahcallBahcall))

̈̈ Other lesson learnt:Other lesson learnt: the “dirty” and difficult solar the “dirty” and difficult solar 
model turned out to be correct, the clean and model turned out to be correct, the clean and 
beautiful standard theory of particle physics turned beautiful standard theory of particle physics turned 
out to be wrong, or at least incomplete (J. out to be wrong, or at least incomplete (J. BahcallBahcall))

̈̈ 2002: Raymond Davis got Nobel prize for 2002: Raymond Davis got Nobel prize for 
uncovering the neutrino problemuncovering the neutrino problem



Hawkin’s theory of progress

Progress does not consist in replacing a Progress does not consist in replacing a 
theory that is wrong by one that is right. It theory that is wrong by one that is right. It 

consists in replacing a theory that is wrong consists in replacing a theory that is wrong 
by one that is more subtly wrong.by one that is more subtly wrong.



Standard solar model

̈̈ Ingredients:Ingredients: Conservation laws and material dependent Conservation laws and material dependent 
equationsequations
̈̈ Mass conservationMass conservation

̈̈ Hydrostatic equilibrium (= momentum conservation in a steady staHydrostatic equilibrium (= momentum conservation in a steady state)te)

̈̈ Energy conservation Energy conservation 

̈̈ Energy transportEnergy transport

̈̈ Equation of stateEquation of state

̈̈ Expression for entropy Expression for entropy 

̈̈ Nuclear reaction networks and reaction rates Nuclear reaction networks and reaction rates ss energy productionenergy production

̈̈ OpacityOpacity

̈̈ Assumptions:Assumptions: standard abundances, no mixing in core or standard abundances, no mixing in core or 
in in radiativeradiative zone, hydrostatic equilibrium, i.e. model passes zone, hydrostatic equilibrium, i.e. model passes 
through a stage of through a stage of equilibriaequilibria (the only time dependence is (the only time dependence is 
introduced by reduction of H and build up of He in core).introduced by reduction of H and build up of He in core).



Equations 
describing 

solar interior
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̈̈ Equations are given Equations are given 
in spherical geometryin spherical geometry

̈̈ They can be derived They can be derived 
by considering a thin by considering a thin 
shell centred on the shell centred on the 
solar coresolar core



Equations 
describing 

solar interior II

luminosity 
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̈ Also: equations describing 

̈ nuclear reaction networks

̈ radiative transport of energy

̈ convective energy transport

̈ conductive energy transport

̈ opacity 

̈ ionisation equilibria (for 
opacity) 

̈ diffusion “constants”

̈ etc. etc. 



Internal structure of the Sun

̈̈ Internal Internal 
models models 
shown for shown for 
ZAMS Sun ZAMS Sun 
(subscript (subscript 
z) and for z) and for 
present day present day 
Sun (radius Sun (radius 
reaching reaching 
out to 1.0, out to 1.0, 
subscript subscript 
::))



Elemental abundances

̈̈ PhotosphericPhotospheric valuesvalues
̈̈ Logarithmic (to base 10) Logarithmic (to base 10) 

abundances of the 32 lightest abundances of the 32 lightest 
elements on a scale on which H has elements on a scale on which H has 
an abundance of 12an abundance of 12

̈̈ Heavier elements all have low Heavier elements all have low 
abundancesabundances

̈̈ In general solar In general solar photosphericphotospheric
abundances are very similar to abundances are very similar to 
those of meteorites. Exception: Li, those of meteorites. Exception: Li, 
which is depleted by a factor of 100.which is depleted by a factor of 100.

̈̈ All elements except H, He and Li All elements except H, He and Li 
were produced within earlier were produced within earlier 
generations of stars & released at generations of stars & released at 
their deaththeir death



Solar evolution

̈̈ Path of the Sun in the HR Path of the Sun in the HR 
diagram, starting in PMS diagram, starting in PMS 
stage stage ‘‘PP’’ and ending atand ending at
̈̈ Red giant stageRed giant stage
̈̈ White dwarf stageWhite dwarf stage

̈̈ Note the complex patch Note the complex patch 
during the  red giant during the  red giant 
phase due to various phase due to various 
phases of Helium burning phases of Helium burning 
and core contraction and and core contraction and 
expansion, etc.expansion, etc.

̈̈ ささ ~ mass loss rate~ mass loss rate



Evolution of Sun’s past luminosity

ZAMSZAMS TodayToday

Future



Faint young Sun paradox

̈̈ According to the standard solar model the Sun was According to the standard solar model the Sun was 
approximately 30% less bright at birth than it is todayapproximately 30% less bright at birth than it is today

̈̈ Too faint to keep the Earth free of ice!Too faint to keep the Earth free of ice!

̈̈ Problem: Life started at the Earth’s surface at least 3.5MillionProblem: Life started at the Earth’s surface at least 3.5Million
years agoyears ago

̈̈ Obviously the Earth was not covered with ice at that timeObviously the Earth was not covered with ice at that time

̈̈ So what is the solution?So what is the solution?

̈̈ This and next 4 slides kindly provided by This and next 4 slides kindly provided by PietPiet MartensMartens



A Faint Young Sun Leaves the Earth Frozen 
Solid

Kasting et al, Scientific American, 1988

T on Earth without atmosphere

T on Earth



Where to look for a solution?

̈̈ Astrophysical Solutions:Astrophysical Solutions: Young Sun was not faintYoung Sun was not faint

̈̈ EartlyEartly Earth Atmosphere:Earth Atmosphere: Much more Much more 
greenhouse gasesgreenhouse gases

̈̈ Geology:Geology: Much more geothermal energyMuch more geothermal energy

̈̈ Biology:Biology: Life developed on a cold planetLife developed on a cold planet

̈̈ Fundamental Physics:Fundamental Physics: e.g., gravitational constant e.g., gravitational constant 
has variedhas varied



Was the young Sun really faint?

̈̈ Solar luminosity is a strong function of solar mass:  Solar luminosity is a strong function of solar mass:  
LĹ́ ~ M~ Ḿ́

44

̈̈ Planetary orbital distance varies inversely with solar Planetary orbital distance varies inversely with solar 
mass:  mass:  a ~ Ma ~ Ḿ́

––11

̈̈ Solar flux varies inversely with orbital distance:       Solar flux varies inversely with orbital distance:       
S ~ aS ~ a––22

̈̈ Flux to the planets therefore goes as:                      Flux to the planets therefore goes as:                      
S ~ MS ~ Ḿ́

66

̈̈ Even small increase in mass of young sun would Even small increase in mass of young sun would 
have been enough to keep Earth (and Mars!) warmhave been enough to keep Earth (and Mars!) warm



Estimated mass loss rate vs. stellar 
age

Wood et al. (2002)

Sun



Integrated mass loss vs. time

Mass
loss ΔS
0.6 3.6
1.0 6.2
2.0 13
3.0 19

% Changes

Wood et al. (2002)

⇒ The Sun was probably back on the standard solar evolution
curve by ~4.4 Ga (i.e., 4.4 Gyr ago)

200 Myr



Where we stand regarding the faint 
young Sun paradox

̈̈ Young Sun was probably less luminous, yet its UV, Young Sun was probably less luminous, yet its UV, 
EUV and XEUV and X--ray emission was an order of ray emission was an order of 
magnitude larger (could that have changed the magnitude larger (could that have changed the 
Earth’s atmospheric chemistry & thus the climate?)Earth’s atmospheric chemistry & thus the climate?)

̈̈ Young Earth was probably warmer than today, and Young Earth was probably warmer than today, and 
singlesingle--cell organisms were present from very early cell organisms were present from very early 
onon

̈̈ No silver bullet has devised yet to reconcile these No silver bullet has devised yet to reconcile these 
resultsresults



... and the future?

̈̈ Sun will continue to grow Sun will continue to grow bbrr iigghhtteerr ...... and and 

bb iiggggeerr , first gradually, then rapidly., first gradually, then rapidly.

̈̈ It will get 4000 times brighter than today!It will get 4000 times brighter than today!

̈̈ Will the Sun eventually cook the Earth, even Will the Sun eventually cook the Earth, even 
evaporate it? When will it become too hot for evaporate it? When will it become too hot for 
life?life?



Evolution of solar luminosity

TodayToday

The future of the Earth?The future of the Earth?
Sackmann et al. 1997

Runaway greenhouse effect
through evaporation of oceans



... and the future?

̈̈ Sun will continue to grow Sun will continue to grow bbrr iigghhtteerr ...... and and 

bb iiggggeerr , first gradually, then rapidly., first gradually, then rapidly.

̈̈ It will get 4000 times brighter than today!It will get 4000 times brighter than today!

̈̈ Will the Sun eventually cook the Earth, even Will the Sun eventually cook the Earth, even 
evaporate it? When will it become too hot for evaporate it? When will it become too hot for 
life?life?

̈̈ It will eventually be so bloated that it will It will eventually be so bloated that it will 
extend up to today’s orbit of Earth!extend up to today’s orbit of Earth!

̈̈ Will the Sun eventually swallow the Earth?Will the Sun eventually swallow the Earth?



Will the Sun swallow the Earth?



Will the Earth really get away unharmed?



Oscillations and 
helioseismology



̈̈ Entire Sun vibrates from a Entire Sun vibrates from a 
complex pattern of acoustic complex pattern of acoustic 
waves (called pwaves (called p--modes), with modes), with 
a period of around 5 minutesa period of around 5 minutes

̈̈ The oscillations are best seen The oscillations are best seen 
as Doppler shifts of spectral as Doppler shifts of spectral 
lines, but are also visible as lines, but are also visible as 
intensity variations.intensity variations.

̈̈ SpatioSpatio--temporal properties of temporal properties of 
oscillations best revealed by oscillations best revealed by 
33--D Fourier transforms (2D Fourier transforms (2--D D 
space + 1space + 1--D time)D time)

Sound waves speeded up 42,000 times

Hear the Sun sing!

5-minute oscillations

Doppler shift



Solar Eigenmodes

̈̈ pp--modes show a distinctive modes show a distinctive 
dispersion relation   (kdispersion relation   (k--のの
diagram:      k~ diagram:      k~ のの22))

̈̈ Important: there is power Important: there is power 
only in certain ridges, i.e. only in certain ridges, i.e. 
for a given kfor a given k22 (= k(= kxx

22 + k+ kyy
22), ), 

only certain frequencies only certain frequencies 
contain power.contain power.

̈̈ This discrete spectrum This discrete spectrum 
suggests the oscillations suggests the oscillations 
are trapped, i.e. are trapped, i.e. 
eigenmodeseigenmodes of the Sun.of the Sun.

のの

kk



Global oscillations

̈̈ Sun's acoustic waves bounce (are reflected) at the solar Sun's acoustic waves bounce (are reflected) at the solar 
surface, causing it to oscillate up and down. surface, causing it to oscillate up and down. 

̈̈ Modes differ in the depth to which they penetrate: they turn Modes differ in the depth to which they penetrate: they turn 
around due to refraction: because sound speed (around due to refraction: because sound speed (CCSS ~ T~ T1/21/2) ) 
increases with depthincreases with depth

̈̈ pp--modes are influenced                                            modes are influenced                                            
by conditions inside the                                        by conditions inside the                                        
Sun. E.g. they carry info                                       Sun. E.g. they carry info                                       
on sound speed ~ on sound speed ~ TT1/21/2

̈̈ By observing these                                              By observing these                                              
oscillations on the                                             oscillations on the                                             
surface we can learn                                            surface we can learn                                            
about the structure of                                          about the structure of                                          
the solar interiorthe solar interior



Description of solar eigenmodes

̈̈ EigenEigen--oscillations of a oscillations of a 
sphere are described sphere are described 
by spherical harmonicsby spherical harmonics

̈̈ Each oscillation mode Each oscillation mode 
is identified by a set of is identified by a set of 
three parameters:three parameters:
̈̈ n =n = number or radial number or radial 

nodesnodes

̈̈ l =l = number of nodes on number of nodes on 
the solar surfacethe solar surface

̈̈ m =m = number of nodes number of nodes 
passing through the passing through the 
poles (next slide)poles (next slide)



Illustration of spherical harmonics
̈̈ l l = total number of nodes (in images:= total number of nodes (in images: l l = 6= 6) = degree) = degree

̈̈ m m = number of nodes connecting the “poles”= number of nodes connecting the “poles”

l=6, m=0 l=6, m=3 l=6, m=6



Spherical harmonics

̈̈ Let Let v(v(șș,,ĳĳ,t),t) be the velocity, e.g. as measured at the solar be the velocity, e.g. as measured at the solar 
surface over time surface over time tt. Then:. Then:

̈̈ The temporal dependence lies in The temporal dependence lies in aalmlm, the spatial dependence , the spatial dependence 
in the spherical harmonic in the spherical harmonic YYll

mm..

̈̈ Due to the normalization of the spherical harmonic, the Due to the normalization of the spherical harmonic, the 
Fourier power is given by Fourier power is given by F(a)F(aF(a)F(a)* )* 

̈̈ Here Here F(aF(a)) is the Fourier transform of the amplitude is the Fourier transform of the amplitude aalmlm, , and and 
F(aF(a)*  )*  is its complex conjugateis its complex conjugate
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More examples and a problem with 
identifying spherical harmonics

̈̈ General problem: Since we see only half of the Sun, the General problem: Since we see only half of the Sun, the 
decomposition of the sum of all 10decomposition of the sum of all 1077 oscillations into spherical oscillations into spherical 
harmonics isn’t unique. harmonics isn’t unique. 

̈̈ This results in an uncertainty in the deduced This results in an uncertainty in the deduced ll and and mm



Interpretation of k-Ȧ or Ȟ-l diagram

̈̈ At a fixed At a fixed ll, different , different 
frequencies show frequencies show 
significant power. Each significant power. Each 
of these power ridges of these power ridges 
belongs to a different belongs to a different 
orderorder nn ((nn =  number of =  number of 
radial nodes), with radial nodes), with nn
increasing from bottom increasing from bottom 
to top.to top.

̈̈ Typical are small values Typical are small values 
ofof nn, but intermediate to , but intermediate to 
large degree large degree l l (100(100--
1000; with some spatial 1000; with some spatial 
resolution dependence)resolution dependence)

n= 5
4
3
2
1



A few observational remarks

̈̈ 101077 modes are present on the surface of the Sun at any modes are present on the surface of the Sun at any 
given time (all interfering linearly with each other). given time (all interfering linearly with each other). 

̈̈ Typical amplitude of a single mode: < 20 cm/sTypical amplitude of a single mode: < 20 cm/s

̈̈ Total velocity of all 10Total velocity of all 1077 modes: a few 100 modes: a few 100 m/sm/s

̈̈ Accuracy of current instruments:  better than 1 cm/s Accuracy of current instruments:  better than 1 cm/s 

̈̈ Frequency resolution ~ length of time series (Heisenberg’s Frequency resolution ~ length of time series (Heisenberg’s 
uncertainty principle) ~ lowest detectable frequencyuncertainty principle) ~ lowest detectable frequency

îîLonger time series are better (even longer than maximum Longer time series are better (even longer than maximum 
mode lifetime of a few weeks mode lifetime of a few weeks -- months).months).

̈̈ Gaps in time series produce side lobes (i.e. spurious peaks Gaps in time series produce side lobes (i.e. spurious peaks 
in the power spectrum) in the power spectrum) îî best are uninterrupted best are uninterrupted obsobs..

̈̈ Highest detectable frequency ~ cadence of Highest detectable frequency ~ cadence of obsobs..



Accuracy of frequency measurements

̈̈ Plotted are identified Plotted are identified 
frequencies and error frequencies and error 
bars (yellow). They bars (yellow). They 
correspond to 1000correspond to 1000jj
for blue freq., 100for blue freq., 100jj for for 
red freq. below red freq. below 5 5 mHzmHz
and 1and 1jj for higher freq.)for higher freq.)

̈̈ Best achievable freq. Best achievable freq. 
resolution: a few parts resolution: a few parts 
in 10in 1055; limit set by mode ; limit set by mode 
lifetime ~100 dlifetime ~100 d



Frequency vs. amplitude

̈̈ Frequencies are the important parameter, more so Frequencies are the important parameter, more so 
than amplitudes of modes or of power peaks. than amplitudes of modes or of power peaks. 

̈̈ Frequencies are more constant & are measured Frequencies are more constant & are measured 
with greater accuracy.with greater accuracy.

̈̈ Amplitudes depend on the excitation, while the Amplitudes depend on the excitation, while the 
frequencies do not. They carry the main information frequencies do not. They carry the main information 
on the structure of the solar interior.  on the structure of the solar interior.  

̈̈ pp--modes are excited by turbulence, which excites all modes are excited by turbulence, which excites all 
frequencies. At frequencies. At eigenfrequencieseigenfrequencies of the Sun the of the Sun the 
modes reach large amplitudes (modes reach large amplitudes (eigenmodeseigenmodes), at ), at 
other frequencies they decay quickly. other frequencies they decay quickly. 



The measured low- l eigenmode signal

̈̈ Sun seen as a starSun seen as a star: Due to cancellation : Due to cancellation 
effects, only modes with effects, only modes with ll=0,1,2 are visible =0,1,2 are visible îî
ssimpler power spectrum.impler power spectrum.

̈̈ Low Low ll modes are important for 2 reasons: modes are important for 2 reasons: 

̈̈ They reach particularly deep into the Sun (see They reach particularly deep into the Sun (see 
cartoon on earlier slide).cartoon on earlier slide).

̈̈ These are the only modes measurable on other These are the only modes measurable on other 
SunSun--like stars.like stars.

̈̈ These modes are sometimes called “global” These modes are sometimes called “global” 
modes.modes.



Best current low- l power spectrum

Note regular spacing of modes:
small separation: ちn,l -ちn-1,l+2

large separation: ちn,l –ちn-1,l

GivenGiven l l has different peaks: different has different peaks: different nn values (values (nn==15...25 typical)15...25 typical)



Mode structure of low- l  spectrum

̈̈ GOLF/SOHO GOLF/SOHO 
observations observations 
showing a showing a 
blowupblowup of the of the 
power power 
spectrum with spectrum with 
an an l l = 0= 0 and an and an 
l l = 2 = 2 mode.mode.

̈̈ The noise is The noise is 
due to random due to random 
rere--excitation of excitation of 
the oscillation the oscillation 
mode by mode by 
turbulenceturbulence

l l = 2  = 2  l l = 0= 0



Types of oscillations

̈̈ Solar Solar eigenmodeseigenmodes can be of 2 types: can be of 2 types: 

̈̈ pp--modes, where restoring force is pressure, i.e. normal sound wavemodes, where restoring force is pressure, i.e. normal sound wavess

̈̈ gg--modes, where the restoring force is gravity (also called buoyancmodes, where the restoring force is gravity (also called buoyancy y 
modes)modes)

̈̈ So far only pSo far only p--modes have been detected on the Sun with modes have been detected on the Sun with 
certainty. certainty. 

̈̈ They are excited by the turbulence associated with the They are excited by the turbulence associated with the 
convection, mainly the granulation near the solar surface convection, mainly the granulation near the solar surface 
(since there the convection is most vigorous).(since there the convection is most vigorous).

̈̈ Being pBeing p--modes, they travel with the sound speed modes, they travel with the sound speed CCSS. They . They 
dwell longest where dwell longest where CCSS. . is lowest. Since   is lowest. Since   CCSS ~ T~ T1/21/2, this is at , this is at 
the solar surface.  the solar surface.  



p-modes vs. g-modes

̈̈ pp--modes propagate throughout the solar interior, but are modes propagate throughout the solar interior, but are 
evanescent (later slide) in the solar atmosphereevanescent (later slide) in the solar atmosphere

̈̈ gg--modes propagate in the modes propagate in the radiativeradiative interior and in the interior and in the 
atmosphere, but are evanescent in the convection zone atmosphere, but are evanescent in the convection zone 
(their amplitude drops exponentially there, so that very small (their amplitude drops exponentially there, so that very small 
amplitudes are expected at the surface). Convection means amplitudes are expected at the surface). Convection means 
buoyancy instability (density blobs keep rising or falling); buoyancy instability (density blobs keep rising or falling); 
gravitygravity--based oscillations require stability (density blobs based oscillations require stability (density blobs 
oscillate)oscillate)

̈̈ gg--modes are expected to be most sensitive to the very core modes are expected to be most sensitive to the very core 
of the Sun, while pof the Sun, while p--modes are most sensitive to the surfacemodes are most sensitive to the surface

̈̈ Current upper limit on solar interior gCurrent upper limit on solar interior g--modes lies below 1 modes lies below 1 
cm/s.cm/s.



Solar oscillations: simple treatment

̈̈ Equations describing radial structure of adiabatic oscillations,Equations describing radial structure of adiabatic oscillations,
neglecting any perturbations to the gravitational potential, neglecting any perturbations to the gravitational potential, 
are:are:

̈̈ Here Here つつrr is radial displacement and is radial displacement and PP11 is pressure perturbs. is pressure perturbs. 
Quantities with subscript 0 refer to the                   Quantities with subscript 0 refer to the                   
unperturbed Sun. unperturbed Sun. īī is the adiabatic exponent: is the adiabatic exponent: 
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Solar oscillations: 
simplified treatment II

̈̈ Analytical solutions of these equations for an isothermal Analytical solutions of these equations for an isothermal 
atmosphere are readily obtained:atmosphere are readily obtained:

̈̈ These oscillations are trapped in the body of the Sun. Since These oscillations are trapped in the body of the Sun. Since 
the time scale on which the atmosphere reacts to the time scale on which the atmosphere reacts to 
disturbances is low, waves which are travelling in the solar disturbances is low, waves which are travelling in the solar 
interior are evanescent in the atmosphere interior are evanescent in the atmosphere ss They are They are 
present only for discrete frequencies (similar to the bound present only for discrete frequencies (similar to the bound 
states in atomic physics). states in atomic physics). 
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Regimes of oscillation

̈̈ In regimes of acoustic and gravity In regimes of acoustic and gravity 
waves waves kkrr

22 > 0, while in regime of > 0, while in regime of 
evanescent waves evanescent waves kkrr

22 < 0 < 0 
(exponential damping). The solid (exponential damping). The solid 
lines show lines show kkrr

22 = 0.= 0.

̈̈ Evanescent waves occur when the Evanescent waves occur when the 
period is so long that the whole period is so long that the whole 
(exponentially stratified) medium (exponentially stratified) medium 
has time to adapt to the has time to adapt to the 
perturbation, achieving a new perturbation, achieving a new 
equilibrium. Therefore the wave equilibrium. Therefore the wave 
does not propagate, but rather the does not propagate, but rather the 
medium as a whole oscillates.medium as a whole oscillates.

CutoffCutoff frequency for frequency for 
acoustic waves in a acoustic waves in a 
stratified medium:stratified medium:

ȦȦCC = = CCSS/2/2HH



Deducing internal structure from solar 
oscillations

̈̈ Global Global helioseismologyhelioseismology:: Gives mainly the radial Gives mainly the radial 
dependence of solar properties, although latitudinal dependence of solar properties, although latitudinal 
dependence can also be deduced.dependence can also be deduced.

̈̈ Radial structure of sound speedRadial structure of sound speed

̈̈ Structure of differential rotation (Structure of differential rotation (torsionaltorsional velocities)velocities)

̈̈ Local Local helioseismologyhelioseismology:: Allows in principle 3Allows in principle 3--D D 
imaging of solar interior. E.g. timeimaging of solar interior. E.g. time--distance distance 
helioseismologyhelioseismology does not measure frequencies, but does not measure frequencies, but 
rather the time that a wave requires to travel a rather the time that a wave requires to travel a 
certain distance (relatively new)certain distance (relatively new)



Global helioseismology
̈̈ Use frequencies of many modes.Use frequencies of many modes.

̈̈ Basically two techniques for deducing information Basically two techniques for deducing information 
on the Sun’s internal structureon the Sun’s internal structure

̈̈ Forward modelling:Forward modelling: make a model of the Sun’s internal make a model of the Sun’s internal 
structure (e.g. standard model discussed earlier), structure (e.g. standard model discussed earlier), 
compute the frequencies of the compute the frequencies of the eigenoscillationseigenoscillations of the of the 
model and compare with observationsmodel and compare with observations

̈̈ Inverse technique:Inverse technique: Deduce the sound speed and rotation Deduce the sound speed and rotation 
by inverting the oscillations (i.e. without any prior by inverting the oscillations (i.e. without any prior 
comparison with models)comparison with models)

̈̈ Note that forward modelling is required in order to Note that forward modelling is required in order to 
first identify the modes. Only after that can first identify the modes. Only after that can 
inversions be carried out.inversions be carried out.



Testing the standard solar model: 
results of forward modelling

̈̈ Relative difference between Relative difference between CCSS
22 obtained from obtained from 

inversions and from standard solar model plotted vs. inversions and from standard solar model plotted vs. 
radial distance from Sun centre.radial distance from Sun centre.

̈̈ Typical difference:                  Typical difference:                  
0.002 0.002 îî good!good!

                                                      

                                                      
                                                        

̈̈ Typical error bars                   Typical error bars                   
from inversion:                     from inversion:                     
0.0002 0.0002 îî poor!poor!

̈̈ Problem areas:Problem areas:
̈̈ solar coresolar core

̈̈ bottom of CZbottom of CZ

̈̈ solar surfacesolar surface



Variation of the solar rotation 
velocity with period of 1.3 years



Local excitation of waves by a flare

̈̈ Clear example of  Clear example of  
wave being wave being 
triggered. triggered. 

̈̈ The wave is not The wave is not 
travelling at the travelling at the 
surface, but rather surface, but rather 
reaching the reaching the 
surface further out surface further out 
at later times. Note at later times. Note 
how it travels ever how it travels ever 
faster. faster. Why?Why?

cs increases



Local helioseismology

̈ Does not build upon measuring frequencies of eigenmodes, 
but rather measures travel times of waves through the solar 
interior, between two “bounces” at the solar surface (for 
particular technique of time-distance helioseismology).

̈ The travel time 
between source and first 
bounce depends on the 
structure of CS below the 
surface. By considering 
waves following different 
paths inhomogeneous 
distributions of CS can be 
determined.



Local helioseismology II

̈̈ Distinguish temperature Distinguish temperature 
and velocity structuresand velocity structures

̈̈ a wave will propagate a wave will propagate 
faster along a flow than faster along a flow than 
against it.  against it.  

̈̈ By considering waves By considering waves 
passing in both passing in both 
directions it is possible directions it is possible 
to distinguish between T to distinguish between T 
and velocity.and velocity.

̈̈ At right: 1At right: 1stst images of images of 
convection zone of a convection zone of a 
starstar



Time-Distance Helioseismology of a 
sunspot

̈̈ Subsurface structure Subsurface structure 
of sunspotsof sunspots

̈̈ Sunspots are good Sunspots are good 
targets, due to the targets, due to the 
large temperature large temperature 
contrast AND large Bcontrast AND large B

̈̈ Early work neglected Early work neglected 
influence of magnetic influence of magnetic 
field on waves!field on waves!

Possibly  im
precis e



Wave-sunspot interaction: Comparison
of simulations with observations

Bottom: SLiM numerical solution for Bz=3kG 

Top: observations (SOHO/MDI cross-covariance function)

Cameron, Cameron, GizonGizon & & DuvallDuvall (2007) (2007) 



Subsurface Structure of Sunspots
1 Mm depth, longuest arrow corresponds to 400 m/s
Dark shades: surface magnetic field

(Jackiewicz, Gizon, Birch, 2008)



̈̈ A technique called A technique called twotwo--
skip farskip far--side seismic side seismic 
holographyholography gives images gives images 
of the far side of the Sunof the far side of the Sun

̈̈ Waves from back reach Waves from back reach 
front, after skipping at front, after skipping at 
the surface on the way the surface on the way 

̈̈ Acoustic waves speed Acoustic waves speed 
up in active regions up in active regions 
(hotter subsurface (hotter subsurface 
layers)layers)

̈̈ Sound waves delayed Sound waves delayed 
by by ≈≈12 sec in a total 12 sec in a total 
travel time of 6 hourstravel time of 6 hours

Seeing right through the Sun



Seeing right through the Sun II

Real-time far side images:
http://soi.stanford.edu/data/farside/index.html



Helioseismology instruments 

̈̈ Needed: Needed: 
̈̈ uninterrupted, long time series of observationsuninterrupted, long time series of observations

̈̈ Either high velocity sensitivity, or high intensity sensitivity Either high velocity sensitivity, or high intensity sensitivity 
(and extremely good stability)(and extremely good stability)

̈̈ Low noiseLow noise

̈̈ Spatial resolution better than 1” (for local Spatial resolution better than 1” (for local helioseismologyhelioseismology))

̈̈ Instruments are either:Instruments are either:
̈̈ Ground based global networks (GONG+, Ground based global networks (GONG+, BiSONBiSON))

̈̈ Space based instruments in special fullSpace based instruments in special full--Sun orbits Sun orbits 
(advantage of lower noise relative to ground(advantage of lower noise relative to ground--based based 
networks; MDI, GOLF, VIRGO on SOHO, HMI on SDO)networks; MDI, GOLF, VIRGO on SOHO, HMI on SDO)

̈̈ Usually filter instruments with high spectral or intensity Usually filter instruments with high spectral or intensity 
fidelity fidelity 



Asteroseismology

 

Sun g Centauri

First reliable detection of oscillations on the near solar analoFirst reliable detection of oscillations on the near solar analogue, gue, 
g Centauri, and other Sung Centauri, and other Sun--like stars. Note the shift in the plike stars. Note the shift in the p--

mode frequency range to lower values for mode frequency range to lower values for gg Centauri, which is Centauri, which is 
older than the Sun (note also factor 10older than the Sun (note also factor 103 3 difference in difference in ちち scale)scale)



Solar rotation



Solar rotation

̈̈ The Sun rotates differentially, both in latitude The Sun rotates differentially, both in latitude 
(equator faster than poles) and in depth (strong (equator faster than poles) and in depth (strong 
shear at bottom of convection zone).shear at bottom of convection zone).

̈̈ Standard value of solar rotation: Carrington rotation Standard value of solar rotation: Carrington rotation 
period: 27.2753 days (the time taken for the solar period: 27.2753 days (the time taken for the solar 
coordinate system to complete one rotation as seen coordinate system to complete one rotation as seen 
from Earth). from Earth). 

̈̈ Sun’s rotation axis is inclined by 7.1Sun’s rotation axis is inclined by 7.1o  o  relative to the relative to the 
Earth’s orbital axis (i.e. the Sun’s equator is inclined Earth’s orbital axis (i.e. the Sun’s equator is inclined 
by 7.1by 7.1o  o  relative to the ecliptic). relative to the ecliptic). 



Sidereal and synodic rotation

̈̈ SynodicSynodic rotation period = rotation period as seen rotation period = rotation period as seen 
from Earth. I.e. the period of time it takes for a from Earth. I.e. the period of time it takes for a 
feature on the Sun to return to the same position as feature on the Sun to return to the same position as 
seen from Earth.seen from Earth.
̈̈ the Standard the Standard synodicsynodic rotation period is the Carrington rotation period is the Carrington 

period of 27.2753 days period of 27.2753 days 

̈̈ Sidereal rotation period = rotation period relative to Sidereal rotation period = rotation period relative to 
the starsthe stars
̈̈ The sidereal rotation period corresponding to the The sidereal rotation period corresponding to the 

Carrington period is: 25.38 daysCarrington period is: 25.38 days

̈̈ Difference between the two is due to the rotation of Difference between the two is due to the rotation of 
the Earth around the Sun. the Earth around the Sun. 



Discovery of solar rotation

̈̈ Galileo Galileo GalileiGalilei and and 
ChristophChristoph ScheinerScheiner
noticed already that noticed already that 
sunspots move across sunspots move across 
the solar disk in the solar disk in 
accordance with the accordance with the 
rotation of a round bodyrotation of a round body

îîSun is a rotating Sun is a rotating 
spheresphere

̈̈ Movie based on Galileo Movie based on Galileo 
GalileiGalilei’’ss historical datahistorical data



Surface differential rotation

̈̈ Poles rotate more Poles rotate more 
slowly than equator. slowly than equator. 

̈̈ Surface differential Surface differential 
rotation from rotation from 
measurements of:measurements of:
̈̈ Tracers: sunspots or Tracers: sunspots or 

magnetic field magnetic field 
elements (these elements (these 
indicate the rotation indicate the rotation 
rate of magnetic field)rate of magnetic field)

̈̈ Coronal holes (not Coronal holes (not 
plotted) rotate rigidlyplotted) rotate rigidly

̈̈ Doppler shifts of the Doppler shifts of the 
gasgas

Equator



Surface differential rotation

̈̈ Description: Description: 

ȍȍ = A + B= A + B sinsin22ȥȥ + + CC sinsin44ȥȥ

where where ȥȥ is the latitude, is the latitude, A = A = ȍȍ at the equator and at the equator and 
A+B+C = A+B+C = ȍȍ at the poles. at the poles. 

̈̈ Different tracers give different Different tracers give different A, B, CA, B, C values. E.g. values. E.g. 
spots rotate faster than the surface gas.spots rotate faster than the surface gas.



Internal differential rotation

̈̈ Method: Method: HelioseismicHelioseismic inversionsinversions

̈̈ In a nonIn a non--rotating star the individual modes of oscillation, rotating star the individual modes of oscillation, 
described by “quantum numbers”described by “quantum numbers” n,l,mn,l,m are degenerate in are degenerate in 
that their frequency depends only on that their frequency depends only on nn andand ll, but not on , but not on mm. . 

̈̈ Similar to Similar to ZeemanZeeman effect. Note that effect. Note that mm distinguishes distinguishes 
between the surface distribution of oscillation nodes. For between the surface distribution of oscillation nodes. For 
a spherically symmetric star (no rotation) all these modes a spherically symmetric star (no rotation) all these modes 
must have same frequency.must have same frequency.

̈̈ In a rotating Sun the degeneracy is removed and modes In a rotating Sun the degeneracy is removed and modes 
with different with different m m have slightly different frequency.have slightly different frequency.

̈̈ Since modes with different Since modes with different ll sample the solar latitudes in sample the solar latitudes in 
different ways, it is possible to determine not just vertical, different ways, it is possible to determine not just vertical, 
but also latitudinal differential rotation by but also latitudinal differential rotation by helioseismologyhelioseismology..



Mode structure: Rotational splitting

̈̈ GOLF/SOHO GOLF/SOHO 
observations observations 
showing a showing a 
blowupblowup of the of the 
power power 
spectrum with spectrum with 
an an l=l=00 and an and an 
l=l=2 2 mode.mode.

̈̈ The noise is reThe noise is re--
excitation noiseexcitation noise

̈̈ The extra width The extra width 
of theof the l=l=22 mode mode 
is due to solar is due to solar 
rotation splittingrotation splitting

l l = 2   = 2   l l = 0= 0



Internal differential rotation II

̈̈ Structure of internal rotation deduced from MDI dataStructure of internal rotation deduced from MDI data

̈̈ Note: differential rotation in CZ, solid rotation belowNote: differential rotation in CZ, solid rotation below



Internal differential rotation III : 

tachocline

Large radial Large radial 
gradients in gradients in 

rotation rate at rotation rate at 
bottom of CZ bottom of CZ 
((tachoclinetachocline), ), 
but also just but also just 
below solar below solar 

surface surface 
(enigmatic). (enigmatic). 

Note the slight Note the slight 
missmatchmissmatch of of 
helioseismichelioseismic
and Doppler and Doppler 

measurementsmeasurements
Doppler measurementsDoppler measurements



What about rotation of solar core?



What about rotation of solar core?

̈̈ Rotation rate of solar core is hard to determine, Rotation rate of solar core is hard to determine, 
since psince p--modes do not penetrate to the Sun’s centre. modes do not penetrate to the Sun’s centre. 

̈̈ Different values in the literature for the core’s Different values in the literature for the core’s 
rotation rate: rotation rate: ȍȍ(r=(r=00) = ) = ȍȍ(r=R(r=R::) ) …… 2 2 ȍȍ(r=R(r=R::) ) 

̈̈ One way to set limits on One way to set limits on ȍȍ(r=(r=00): ): quadrupolequadrupole
moment of Sun. moment of Sun. 

̈̈ Solar rotation leads to Solar rotation leads to oblatenessoblateness, i.e. diameter is , i.e. diameter is 
larger at equator than between the poles.larger at equator than between the poles.

̈̈ If core rotates more rapidly than surface, then If core rotates more rapidly than surface, then 
oblatenessoblateness will be larger than expected due to will be larger than expected due to 
surface rotation rate.surface rotation rate.



Solar oblateness

̈̈ OblatenessOblateness = = 〉〉R/RR/R::
̈̈ Direct measurements:Direct measurements: 〉〉R/RR/R:: ≈≈ 1010--55

̈̈ Very tricky, since Very tricky, since oblatenessoblateness 1010--55 corresponds to corresponds to 〉〉R = 14 R = 14 
km (best spatial resolution achievable: 100 km).km (best spatial resolution achievable: 100 km).

̈̈ Systematic errors due to concentration of magnetic Systematic errors due to concentration of magnetic 
activity to low latitudes activity to low latitudes ss affects measurements of solar affects measurements of solar 
diameter, since shape of limb is distorted.diameter, since shape of limb is distorted.

̈̈ Initial measurements due to Initial measurements due to DickeDicke & Goldenberg (1967) & Goldenberg (1967) 
gave gave 〉〉R/RR/R:: ≈≈ 5x5x1010--55 ss required change of general required change of general 
relativity to explain motion of Mercury’s perihelion (but relativity to explain motion of Mercury’s perihelion (but 
was consistent with was consistent with BransBrans--DickeDicke gravitation theory) gravitation theory) 

̈̈ HelioseismicHelioseismic measurementsmeasurements give for the acoustic give for the acoustic 
radius of the Sun (which is not the same as the radius of the Sun (which is not the same as the 
optical radius, but similar):            optical radius, but similar):            〉〉R/RR/R:: ≈≈ 1010--55



Evolution of solar rotation

̈̈ Young stars are seen to rotate up to 100 times Young stars are seen to rotate up to 100 times 
faster than the Sun.faster than the Sun.

̈̈ Did the Sun also rotate faster when it was young? Did the Sun also rotate faster when it was young? 

̈̈ SkumanichSkumanich law: law: っっ ~ t~ t--1/21/2, where t is the age of the , where t is the age of the 
star (deduced from observing stars in clusters of star (deduced from observing stars in clusters of 
different ages). I.e. old cool stars also rotate slowly.different ages). I.e. old cool stars also rotate slowly.

îîSun also rotated faster as a young star. Sun also rotated faster as a young star. 

̈̈ Question: where did all the angular momentum go?Question: where did all the angular momentum go?



Evolution of solar rotation II

̈̈ Question: where did all the angular momentum go?Question: where did all the angular momentum go?

̈̈ Answer part 1: Solar wind!Answer part 1: Solar wind! The solar wind carries The solar wind carries 
away angular momentum with it. Torque away angular momentum with it. Torque jj, i.e. rate , i.e. rate 
of change of angular momentum, exerted by solar of change of angular momentum, exerted by solar 
wind (without magnetic field):  wind (without magnetic field):  

j = j = ȍȍ RR::dm/dtdm/dt

̈̈ Here Here dm/dm/dtdt is the solar massis the solar mass--loss rate (mass carried loss rate (mass carried 
away by solar wind)away by solar wind)

̈̈ Problem:Problem: j j is 2is 2--3 orders of magnitude too small to 3 orders of magnitude too small to 
cause a significant braking of solar rotationcause a significant braking of solar rotation……



Evolution of solar rotation III

̈̈ Answer part 2: Magnetic field!Answer part 2: Magnetic field!

̈̈ Below Below AlfvenAlfven radius radius RRAA, i.e. point where wind speed , i.e. point where wind speed 
becomes > becomes > AlfvenAlfven speed, wind is channeled by the speed, wind is channeled by the 
field. Up to that radius, the wind rotates rigidly with field. Up to that radius, the wind rotates rigidly with 
the solar surface (forced to do so by rigid field lines), the solar surface (forced to do so by rigid field lines), 
i.e. wind carries angular momentum away only i.e. wind carries angular momentum away only 
beyond beyond RRAA. It is as if the Sun had the radius . It is as if the Sun had the radius RRAA. . 
Proper expression for Torque: Proper expression for Torque: 

j = j = ȍȍ RRAAdm/dtdm/dt

̈̈ RRA A typically is 10typically is 10--20 times larger than20 times larger than RR:: for todayfor today’’s s 
Sun. Sun. 



Evolution of rotation IV

̈̈ j = j = ȍȍ RRAAdm/dtdm/dt ~ ~ ȍȍ

îîThe faster the star rotates, the quicker it spins down.The faster the star rotates, the quicker it spins down.

̈̈ Additional corrections:Additional corrections:

̈̈ dm/dm/dtdt depends on depends on ȍȍ (more rapidly rotating star, more (more rapidly rotating star, more 
magnetic field, hotter the corona, larger themagnetic field, hotter the corona, larger the dm/dm/dtdt))

̈̈ RRAA depends on depends on ȍȍ (although not in a straightforward (although not in a straightforward 
manner: more rapidly rotating star, more magnetic field, manner: more rapidly rotating star, more magnetic field, 
but also larger the density and velocity of wind).but also larger the density and velocity of wind).

̈̈ In general  In general  j = kj = kȍȍĮĮ , where , where gg typically > 1, although typically > 1, although 
there are signs that for very large there are signs that for very large ȍȍ, the , the gg value value 
becomes very small (saturation). becomes very small (saturation). 



Solar rotation velocity evolution

Pinsonnault
et al. 
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Complexity

̈̈ Solar physics is a complex field, requiring a lot of Solar physics is a complex field, requiring a lot of 
teamwork.teamwork.

îîFinagleFinagle’’ss rule:rule:

Teamwork is essential. It allows you to blame Teamwork is essential. It allows you to blame 
someone else when things go wrong.someone else when things go wrong.



Solar radiation and 

spectrum



The Sun in white light: Limb darkening

̈̈ In the visible, Sun’s In the visible, Sun’s 
limb is darker than  limb is darker than  
solar disc centre  solar disc centre  
((îî limb darkening)limb darkening)

̈̈ Since intensity ~ Since intensity ~ 
Planck function, Planck function, 
BBȞȞ(T), T(T), T is lower is lower 
near limb.near limb.

̈̈ Due to grazing Due to grazing 
incidence we see incidence we see 
higher near limb: higher near limb: TT
decreases outwarddecreases outward



Limb darkening vs. そ

̈̈ short short そそ: large limb : large limb 
darkening; darkening; 

̈̈ long long そそ: small limb : small limb 
darkeningdarkening

̈̈ departure from departure from 
straight line: limb straight line: limb 
darkening is more darkening is more 
complex than complex than II((șș) ) 

~ ~ coscos((șș))

950 nm

350 nm



The Sun in the EUV: Limb brightening

̈̈ In the EUV, Sun’s  In the EUV, Sun’s  
limb is brighter than limb is brighter than 
disc centre (disc centre (îî limb limb 
brightening)brightening)

̈̈ Solar atmosphere is Solar atmosphere is 
optically thin at EUV optically thin at EUV 
wavelengths wavelengths îî
intensity ~ thickness intensity ~ thickness 
of layer contributing to of layer contributing to 
it. Near the limb this it. Near the limb this 
layer appears thicker layer appears thicker 
(optically thin radiation (optically thin radiation 
comes from roughly comes from roughly 
the same height the same height 
everywhere). everywhere). 

C IV



The Sun in the EUV: Limb brightening

̈̈ Limb brightening in Limb brightening in 
optically thin lines optically thin lines 
does NOT imply does NOT imply 
that temperature that temperature 
increases outwards increases outwards 
(although by (although by 
chance it does in chance it does in 
these layers....)these layers....)



Solar irradiance spectrum

Irradiance = solar flux at 1AU Irradiance = solar flux at 1AU 

Spectrum is Spectrum is 
similar to, butsimilar to, but
not equal tonot equal to
Planck functionPlanck function
îî Radiation Radiation 
comes from  comes from  
layers with diff. layers with diff. 
temperatures.temperatures.

Often usedOften used
temperaturetemperature
measure for stars: Effective temp: measure for stars: Effective temp: jjTT44

effeff = Area under = Area under 
flux curveflux curve



Spectrum above and under the Earth’s 

atmosphere



Planck’s function

̈̈ Amplitude and area increases approximately Amplitude and area increases approximately 
exponentially with temperature exponentially with temperature îî from e.g. from e.g. そそ--
integrated intensity we get effective temperatureintegrated intensity we get effective temperature

̈̈ Wavelength of maximum changes linearly with Wavelength of maximum changes linearly with 
temperature (temperature (Wien’sWien’s law) law) 



The solar spectrum: continua with 

absorption and emission lines

̈̈ Solar spectrum changes in character at different Solar spectrum changes in character at different そそ
̈̈ XX--rays:rays: Emission lines of highly ionized speciesEmission lines of highly ionized species

̈̈ EUV:EUV: Emission lines of neutral to multiply ionized Emission lines of neutral to multiply ionized 
species plus recombination continuaspecies plus recombination continua

̈̈ UV:UV: stronger recombination continua and absorption stronger recombination continua and absorption 
lineslines

̈̈ Visible:Visible: HH-- bb--ff continuum with absorption linescontinuum with absorption lines

̈̈ FIR:FIR: HH-- ff--ff continuum, increasingly cleaner (i.e. less continuum, increasingly cleaner (i.e. less 
lines, except molecular bands)lines, except molecular bands)

̈̈ Radio:Radio: thermal and, at longer thermal and, at longer そそ,, increasingly nonincreasingly non--
thermal continuathermal continua



Visible



EUV spectrum

そそ ((ÅÅ)) 800         1000         1200        1400        1600800         1000         1200        1400        1600

Ly g

Lyman 
continuum

The solar spectrum from 670 The solar spectrum from 670 Å to 1620 Å measured Å to 1620 Å measured 
by by SUMER (logarithmic scale)SUMER (logarithmic scale)



Detail of EUV spectrum by SUMER

Activity 
sensitive 

line:      
S VI

Lyman 
continuum edge Lyman seriesLyman series

Very Very 
activeactive

Very Very 
quietquiet



Radiative transfer: optical depth

̈̈ AxisAxis zz points in the direction of light propagationpoints in the direction of light propagation

̈̈ Optical depth:      Optical depth:      〉〉kkちち = = --せせちち 〉〉z ,z ,

where where せせちち is the absorption coefficient [cmis the absorption coefficient [cm--11] and ] and ちち is is 
the frequency of the radiation.  Light only knows the frequency of the radiation.  Light only knows 
about the about the kkちち scale and is unaware of scale and is unaware of z z 

îî Integration over Integration over zz:           :           kkちち = = --∫せ∫せちち((z)dz)dzz

(note that the scales are floating, no constant of (note that the scales are floating, no constant of 
integration is fixed)integration is fixed)



Optical depth and solar surface

̈̈ Radiation at frequency Radiation at frequency ちち escaping from the Sun is escaping from the Sun is 
emitted mainly at heights around emitted mainly at heights around kkちち ≈≈ 1.1.

̈̈ At wavelengths at which At wavelengths at which せせちち is larger, the radiation is larger, the radiation 
comes from higher layers in the atmosphere.comes from higher layers in the atmosphere.

̈̈ In solar atmosphere In solar atmosphere せせちち is small in visible and near is small in visible and near 
IR, but large in UV and FIR IR, but large in UV and FIR îî We see deepest in We see deepest in 
visible and NIR, but sample higher layers at shorter visible and NIR, but sample higher layers at shorter 
and longer wavelengths.and longer wavelengths.



Height of Ĳ = 1, brightness temperature and 

opacity vs. そ

1.6たm

UV

IR



Radiative Transfer Equation

Equation of Equation of radiativeradiative transfer: transfer: 

ȝȝ ddIIȞȞ/d/dĲĲȞȞ = = IIȞȞ –– SSȞȞ

where where IIȞȞ is the intensity (i.e. the measured quantity) is the intensity (i.e. the measured quantity) 
and and SSȞȞ is the source function. is the source function. ȝȝ = = coscosșș,, where where șș = = 
angle of lineangle of line--ofof--sight to surface normal.sight to surface normal.

SSȞȞ = = emissivityemissivity İİȞȞ divided by absorption coefficient divided by absorption coefficient țțȞȞ
The physics is hidden in The physics is hidden in İİȞȞ and and țțȞȞ , i.e. in , i.e. in ĲĲȞȞ andand SSȞȞ . . 

These quantities depend on temperature, pressure, These quantities depend on temperature, pressure, 
elemental abundances and frequency (or elemental abundances and frequency (or 
wavelength)wavelength)



Formal solution of RT equation

ForFor SSちち = 0 = 0 the solution of the RTE in a slab with (optical) the solution of the RTE in a slab with (optical) 
boundaries boundaries kkちち2  2  and and kkちち11 is (is (kkちち2  2  >> kkちち11 ):):

IIȞȞ((ĲĲȞȞ11)) = I= IȞȞ((ĲĲȞȞ22) exp) exp ((––ĲĲȞȞ2  2  + + ĲĲȞȞ11 ))

̈̈ For general case formal solution reads (formal For general case formal solution reads (formal solnsoln. . 
assumes that we already know assumes that we already know SSちち )                                           )                                           

IIȞȞ((ĲĲȞȞ11) = I) = IȞȞ((ĲĲȞȞ22)) expexp((–– ĲĲȞȞ2  2  + + ĲĲȞȞ11 )) ++∫∫SSȞȞ expexp((–– ĲĲȞȞ)) ddĲĲȞȞ
̈̈ 1st term describes radiation that enters through  lower 1st term describes radiation that enters through  lower 

boundary (only absorption, no emission in slab), 2nd term boundary (only absorption, no emission in slab), 2nd term 
describes radiation emitted in slab. describes radiation emitted in slab. 

̈̈ In a stellar atmosphere In a stellar atmosphere kkちち22 = = ∞∞, so that only the 2nd term , so that only the 2nd term 
survives (lower boundary is unimportant).survives (lower boundary is unimportant).



When is an emission line formed, when 

an absorption line?

̈̈ Continua are formed deeper in a stellar atmosphere Continua are formed deeper in a stellar atmosphere 
than spectral lines at the same wavelengths:          than spectral lines at the same wavelengths:          
せせLL+ + せせC C >> せせCC

̈̈ A line is in absorption if A line is in absorption if SSȞȞ decreases with height, i.e. decreases with height, i.e. 
if the absorption at greater heights dominates over if the absorption at greater heights dominates over 
emission ( emission ( SSLL < S< SCC ))

̈̈ A line is in emission if A line is in emission if SSȞȞ increases with height, i.e. if increases with height, i.e. if 
the emission at greater heights dominates over the emission at greater heights dominates over 
absorption ( absorption ( SSLL > S> SCC ))



Statistical equilibrium

̈̈ In general both In general both SSȞȞ and and țțȞȞ require a require a 
computation of the full statistical computation of the full statistical 
equilibrium for the atomic species being equilibrium for the atomic species being 
considered.considered.

̈̈ This implies computing how much each This implies computing how much each 
atomic/ionic/molecular level is populated, atomic/ionic/molecular level is populated, 
i.e. solving rate equations describing i.e. solving rate equations describing 
transitions to and from each considered transitions to and from each considered 
level.level.

̈̈ Requires detailed knowledge of atomic, Requires detailed knowledge of atomic, 
ionic, molecular structure and transitions.ionic, molecular structure and transitions.
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The assumption of LTE

̈̈ In solar interior and photosphere (i.e. where density In solar interior and photosphere (i.e. where density 
is large and collisions are common) we can assume is large and collisions are common) we can assume 
Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)

̈̈ Thermodynamic equilibrium (Thermodynamic equilibrium (TETE): a single temp. ): a single temp. 
everywhere = blackbody everywhere = blackbody îî Emerging radiation  Emerging radiation  
follows Planck function follows Planck function BBȞȞ(T)(T) ..

̈̈ LTELTE: Each layer of the solar atmosphere has its own : Each layer of the solar atmosphere has its own 
temperature temperature îî Replace Replace SSȞȞ by by BBȞȞ((ĲĲ,T),T) in the RTE and in the RTE and 
its solution.its solution.
îîProblem of knowing Problem of knowing SSȞȞ is reduced to knowing is reduced to knowing T(T(ĲĲ)) in the in the 

atmosphere.atmosphere.

îîequilibrium reduces to equilibrium reduces to SahaSaha--BoltzmannBoltzmann equilibrium equilibrium îî
0nly 0nly T T andand nnee need to be known.need to be known.



Excitation (Bolzmann) and ionization (SAHA) in LTE
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Saha and Boltzmann equations

n = number density of particles in a particular energy state
g=  statitical weight of  level: g=2J+1,  J= angular momentum
E= Energy of levels involved in the transition

ne = electon density 
Basically: nup/nlower = function (T, ne)



Analytical radiative transfer: the Milne-

Eddington atmosphere 

̈̈ A simple analytical solution for a spectral line exists for a A simple analytical solution for a spectral line exists for a 

MilneMilne--EddingtonEddington atmosphere (i.e. atmosphere (i.e. ȘȘ0 0 = = ((țțL L // țțCC)) independent of independent of 
kkCC and and SSLL depending only linearly on depending only linearly on kkLL). ). 

I(I(ȝȝ)/I)/ICC((ȝȝ) = ) = ȕȕ ȝȝ / (1+/ (1+ȘȘ00), ), 

I(I(ȝȝ)/I)/ICC((ȝȝ) = ) = continuumcontinuum--normalized emergent intensity,normalized emergent intensity, wherewhere

ȘȘ00 = = ((țțL L // țțCC)) andand ȕȕ is derivative of Planck function with is derivative of Planck function with 
respect torespect to ĲĲȞȞ ..

̈̈ The termThe term (1+(1+ȘȘ00)) takes care of line saturation.takes care of line saturation.

̈̈ As As absorbtionabsorbtion due to line, due to line, ȘȘ00, , increases, increases, I(I(ȝȝ) ) initially initially 
decreases, but for large decreases, but for large ȘȘ00 saturates around 0. saturates around 0. 



Illustration of line saturation

̈̈ 4 spectral lines 4 spectral lines 
computed in computed in 
MilneMilne--EddingtonEddington
atmospheresatmospheres

̈̈ As As ȘȘ00 increases increases 
the line initially the line initially 
becomes deeper, becomes deeper, 
then wider, finally then wider, finally 
showing showing 
prominent line prominent line 
wingswings Figure kindly provide by J.M. Borrero



Diagnostic power of spectral lines

̈̈ Different parameters describing line strength and Different parameters describing line strength and 
line shape contain information on different line shape contain information on different 
parameters of the solar/stellar atmosphere:parameters of the solar/stellar atmosphere:

̈̈ Doppler shift of line:Doppler shift of line: (net) flows in the LOS direction. (net) flows in the LOS direction. 

̈̈ Line width:Line width: temperature and turbulent velocitytemperature and turbulent velocity

̈̈ Equivalent width:Equivalent width: elemental abundance, temperature (via elemental abundance, temperature (via 
ionisation and excitation balance)ionisation and excitation balance)

̈̈ Line depth:Line depth: temperature and temperature gradienttemperature and temperature gradient

̈̈ Line asymmetry:Line asymmetry: velocity gradients, v, T velocity gradients, v, T inhomogenietiesinhomogenieties

̈̈ Wings of strong lines:Wings of strong lines: gas pressuregas pressure

̈̈ Polarisation and splitting:Polarisation and splitting: magnetic fieldmagnetic field



Heights of formation: on which layers do 

lines give information ?

weak lines 
in visible

UV, neutral EUV and 
strong visible lines

Multiply ionized 
EUV lines



Solar convection



Hydrostatic equilibrium

̈̈ Sun is (nearly) hydrostatically stratified (this is the Sun is (nearly) hydrostatically stratified (this is the 
case even in the convection zone). I.e. gas satisfies:case even in the convection zone). I.e. gas satisfies:

dP/dzdP/dz = = --ggȡȡ = = --gPgP//ȝȝRTRT

((PP pressure,pressure, gg gravgrav. . accelaccel., ., ȡȡ density, density, ȝȝ mean mean 
molecmolec. weight. weight, R , R gas constantgas constant))

̈̈ Solution for constant temperature:Solution for constant temperature:

P  = PP  = P0 0 exp(exp(--z/H)z/H)

̈̈ HereHere H H is the pressure scale height. is the pressure scale height. H ~ T H ~ T 1/21/2 and and 
varies between 100 km in photosphere (solar varies between 100 km in photosphere (solar 
surface) and 10surface) and 1044 km at base of convection zone.km at base of convection zone.



The convection zone

̈̈ Through the outermost 30% of solar interior, energy Through the outermost 30% of solar interior, energy 
is transported by convection instead of by radiationis transported by convection instead of by radiation

̈̈ In this layer the gas is convectively unstable.In this layer the gas is convectively unstable.

̈̈ I.e. the process changes from a random walk of the I.e. the process changes from a random walk of the 
photons through the photons through the radiativeradiative zone (due to high zone (due to high 
density, the mean free path in the core is well below density, the mean free path in the core is well below 
a a millimetermillimeter) to convective energy transport ) to convective energy transport 

̈̈ The unstable region ends just below the solar The unstable region ends just below the solar 
surface. I.e. the visible signs of convection are surface. I.e. the visible signs of convection are 
actually due to overshooting (see following slides) actually due to overshooting (see following slides) 

̈̈ tt radiativeradiative ~ 10~ 1066 years >> years >> ttconvectiveconvective ~ days~ days--weeks weeks 



Scales of solar convection

̈̈ Observations: 4 main Observations: 4 main 
scalesscales
̈̈ granulationgranulation

̈̈ mesogranulationmesogranulation

̈̈ supergranulationsupergranulation

̈̈ giant cellsgiant cells

̈̈ ColourColour::
̈̈ well observedwell observed

̈̈ less strong evidenceless strong evidence

̈̈ Theory: larger scales Theory: larger scales 
at greater depths. at greater depths. 
Most details still Most details still 
unclearunclear



Surface manifestation of convection: 

granulation 
̈ Typical size: 2 Mm

̈ Lifetime: 6-8 min

̈ Velocities: 1 km/s (but 
peak velocities > 10 
km/s, i.e. supersonic)

̈ Brightness contrast: 
15% in visible(yellow) 
continuum (under 
ideal conditions)

̈ All quantities show    
a continuous 
distribution of values

̈̈ At any one time 10At any one time 1066

granules on sun.granules on sun.



Surface mainfesttion of convection: 

Supergranulation

̈̈ 1 hour average of 1 hour average of 
MDI MDI DopplergramsDopplergrams
(averages out (averages out 
oscillations).oscillations).

̈̈ DarkDark--bright: flows bright: flows 
towards/away from towards/away from 
observer.observer.

̈̈ No No supergranulessupergranules
visible at visible at disk centre: disk centre: 
velocity is mainly velocity is mainly 
horizontalhorizontal

̈̈ SizeSize: 20: 20--30 Mm, 30 Mm, 
lifetimelifetime: days, : days, horizhoriz. . 
speedspeed: 400 : 400 m/sm/s, , no no 
contrastcontrast in visiblein visible



Observing convection

̈̈ Observing granulationObserving granulation

̈̈ Continuum images and movies at high spatial resolution: Continuum images and movies at high spatial resolution: 
gives sizes, lifetimes and evolution (splitting and gives sizes, lifetimes and evolution (splitting and 
dissolving granules), contrastsdissolving granules), contrasts

̈̈ Spectral lines. Line bisectors, line widths and convective Spectral lines. Line bisectors, line widths and convective 
blue shifts: contrasts, area factors, stratificationblue shifts: contrasts, area factors, stratification

̈̈ Observing Observing supergranulationsupergranulation

̈̈ Images and movies in cores of Images and movies in cores of chromosphericchromospheric spectral spectral 
lines, or lines, or magnetogramsmagnetograms: observe the magnetic field at the : observe the magnetic field at the 
edges of the edges of the supergranulessupergranules instead of the instead of the supergranulessupergranules
directlydirectly

̈̈ HelioseismicHelioseismic techniquestechniques



Line bisectors



Observed line bisectors: “C” shape



Supergranules seen by SUMER

̈̈ SiSi I 1256 I 1256 ÅÅ full full 
disk scan by disk scan by 
SUMER in 1996SUMER in 1996

̈̈ Bright network Bright network 
indicates location indicates location 
of magnetic of magnetic 
networknetwork

̈̈ Darker cells: Darker cells: 
supergranulessupergranules



Supergranules & 

magnetic field 

̈̈ Why are superWhy are super--
granules seen in granules seen in 
chromosphericchromospheric and and 
transition region transition region 
lines?lines?

̈̈ SupergranulesSupergranules are are 
related to the related to the 
magnetic network.magnetic network.

̈̈ Network magnetic Network magnetic 
fields are located at fields are located at 
edges of edges of 
supergranulessupergranules. They . They 
appear bright in UV.appear bright in UV.



Onset of convection

Schwarzschild’sSchwarzschild’s instability criterioninstability criterion
Consider a rising bubble of gas:Consider a rising bubble of gas:

とと** とと00--〉〉とと zz--〉〉z    z    
rr
とと とと00 ( = ( = とと)) zz

bubblebubble surroundingssurroundings depthdepth

Condition for convective instability: Condition for convective instability: とと** < < とと00--〉〉とと
For small For small 〉〉zz, bubble will not have time to , bubble will not have time to exhangeexhange heat with heat with 
surroundings: adiabatic behaviour. Convectively unstable if:surroundings: adiabatic behaviour. Convectively unstable if:

[[ddとと//dzdz –– (d(dとと//dz)dz)adiabadiab] ] 〉〉z < 0z < 0

ddとと//dzdz : stellar density gradient if in : stellar density gradient if in radiativeradiative equilibriumequilibrium

(d(dとと//dz)dz)adiabadiab : adiabatic gradient: adiabatic gradient



Illustration of convectively stable and 

unstable situations

Convectively Convectively stablestable Convectively Convectively unstableunstable



Onset of convection II

Rewriting in terms of temperature and pressure: Rewriting in terms of temperature and pressure: 

ad ad = (d log T/d log P)= (d log T/d log P) adad

radrad = (d log T/d log P)= (d log T/d log P) radrad = = gradient in an gradient in an 

atmosphere with atmosphere with radiativeradiative energy transportenergy transport

SchwarzschildSchwarzschild’’ss convective instability criterion:convective instability criterion:

ad  ad  <   <   radrad

∆
∆

∆ ∆

Convectively unstable                     Convectively stable

d d



Why an outer convection zone?

̈̈ Why does Why does radiativeradiative grad exceed adiabatic gradient? grad exceed adiabatic gradient? 

̈̈ Mainly: Mainly: radiativeradiative gradient becomes very large due gradient becomes very large due 
to ionization of H and He below the solar surface.to ionization of H and He below the solar surface.

̈̈ Expression for Expression for radiativeradiative gradient (for gradient (for EddingtonEddington
approximation):approximation):

radrad = (3F= (3Frr /16/16jjg) (g) (せせgrgr PPgg / T/ T4 4 ))

̈̈ FFrr = = radiativeradiative flux (flux (≈≈ constant)constant)

̈̈ jj = Stefan= Stefan--BoltzmannBoltzmann constantconstant

̈̈ g = gravitational acceleration (g = gravitational acceleration (≈≈ constant)constant)

̈̈ せせgrgr = absorption coefficient per gram. At surface H and He = absorption coefficient per gram. At surface H and He 
are neutral. They become ionized with depth as T grows are neutral. They become ionized with depth as T grows 
îî せせgrgr increases rapidly, leading to large increases rapidly, leading to large radiativeradiative gradient.gradient.

∆



Ionisation of H and He

̈̈ Ionisation balance is described by Ionisation balance is described by Saha’sSaha’s equation: equation: 
degree of ionisation depends on T and degree of ionisation depends on T and nnee

̈̈ H ionisation happens just below solar surfaceH ionisation happens just below solar surface

̈̈ He He ss HeHe++ + e+ e-- happens 7000 km below surfacehappens 7000 km below surface

̈̈ HeHe++ ss HeHe++++ + e+ e-- happens 30happens 30’’000 km below surface000 km below surface

̈̈ Since H is most abundant, it provides most Since H is most abundant, it provides most 
electrons (largest opacity) and drives convection electrons (largest opacity) and drives convection 
most stronglymost strongly

̈̈ At still greater depth, ionization of other elements At still greater depth, ionization of other elements 
also provides a minor contribution.also provides a minor contribution.



Radiative, adiabatic & actual gradients



The mixing length

̈̈ As a gas packet rises, diffusion of As a gas packet rises, diffusion of 
particles and thermal exchange particles and thermal exchange 
with surroundings causes it to lose with surroundings causes it to lose 
its identity and to stop moving on. its identity and to stop moving on. 

̈̈ Length travelled up to that point: Length travelled up to that point: 
mixing length mixing length l l (from L. (from L. PrandtlPrandtl))

̈̈ Often usedOften used parameterparameterizationization of of ll:   :   
l = l = ĮĮ HHpp

̈̈ HHpp = pressure scale height= pressure scale height

̈̈ ĮĮ = mixing length parameter, typically = mixing length parameter, typically 
11--2 (determined empirically)2 (determined empirically)



Convective overshoot

̈̈ Due to their inertia, the packets of gas reaching the Due to their inertia, the packets of gas reaching the 
boundary of the CZ pass into the convectively stable boundary of the CZ pass into the convectively stable 
layers, where they are braked & finally stopped. layers, where they are braked & finally stopped. 

îîovershooting convectionovershooting convection

̈̈ Typical width of overshoot layer: order of Typical width of overshoot layer: order of HHp p 

̈̈ This happens at both the bottom and top This happens at both the bottom and top 
boundaries of the CZ and is important:boundaries of the CZ and is important:

̈̈ top boundary: Granulation is overshooting material. top boundary: Granulation is overshooting material. HHp p ≈≈
100 km in photosphere100 km in photosphere

̈̈ bottom boundary: the overshoot layer allows Bbottom boundary: the overshoot layer allows B--field to be field to be 
stored stored ss seat of the dynamo?  seat of the dynamo?  



Convection simulations

̈̈ 33--D hydrodynamic simulations reproduce a number of D hydrodynamic simulations reproduce a number of 
observations and provide new insights into solar convection.observations and provide new insights into solar convection.

̈̈ These codes solve for mass conservation, momentum These codes solve for mass conservation, momentum 
conservation (force balance, conservation (force balance, NavierNavier--Stokes equation), and Stokes equation), and 
energy conservation including as many terms as feasible.energy conservation including as many terms as feasible.

̈̈ Problem: Simulations can only cover 2Problem: Simulations can only cover 2--3 orders of magnitude 3 orders of magnitude 
in length scale (due to limitations in computing power), while in length scale (due to limitations in computing power), while 
the physical processes on the Sun act over at least 6 orders the physical processes on the Sun act over at least 6 orders 
of magnitude. of magnitude. 

̈̈ Also, simulations can only cover a part of the size scale of Also, simulations can only cover a part of the size scale of 
solar convection, either granulation, solar convection, either granulation, supergranulationsupergranulation, or , or 
larger scales, but not all.larger scales, but not all.



Convection simulations II

̈̈ Simulations do not achieve the solar Reynolds number (Simulations do not achieve the solar Reynolds number (RRee = = 

vvll//ȞȞ) ) of 10of 101010 , where , where v =v = typical velocity, typical velocity, l =l = typical length typical length 
scale, scale, ȞȞ = = kinematickinematic viscosity (viscosity (RRee ~ ratio of viscous to ~ ratio of viscous to 
advection time scales).advection time scales).

̈̈ For comparison with observations it is important that the For comparison with observations it is important that the 
simulations describe the surface layers well, i.e. code needs simulations describe the surface layers well, i.e. code needs 
to consider:to consider:

̈̈ radiativeradiative transport of energy. Only few simulation codes do this transport of energy. Only few simulation codes do this 
properly.properly.

̈̈ partial ionization of many elementspartial ionization of many elements

̈̈ as low a viscosity as numerically possibleas low a viscosity as numerically possible

̈̈ The role of radiation is primarily to transport energy. At the The role of radiation is primarily to transport energy. At the 
solar surface the energy transported by radiation becomes solar surface the energy transported by radiation becomes 
comparable to that by convection. comparable to that by convection. 



Simulations of solar granulation 

Solution of Solution of NavierNavier--Stokes equation etc. describing fluid Stokes equation etc. describing fluid 
dynamics in a box (6000 km x 6000 km x 1400 km) containing dynamics in a box (6000 km x 6000 km x 1400 km) containing 

the solar surface. Realistic looking granulation is formed.the solar surface. Realistic looking granulation is formed.
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Testing the Testing the 

simulationssimulations

Comparison Comparison 
between observed between observed 

and computed and computed 
bisectors for bisectors for 

selected spectral selected spectral 
lines (2 computed lines (2 computed 
bisectors shown: bisectors shown: 

one each with and one each with and 
without oscillations without oscillations 
in the atmosphere)in the atmosphere)



Granule 

structure

UpflowsUpflows are broad & are broad & 
slow, slow, downflowsdownflows are are 

narrow and fast. narrow and fast. 
Why?Why?



Granule evolution

̈̈ Granules die in two ways:Granules die in two ways:

̈̈ dissolve:dissolve: grow fainter and smaller until they disappear grow fainter and smaller until they disappear 
(small granules) (small granules) 

̈̈ split:split: break into two smaller granules (large granules)break into two smaller granules (large granules)

̈̈ Granules are born in two ways: Granules are born in two ways: 

̈̈ as fragments of a large splitting granuleas fragments of a large splitting granule

̈̈ appearing as small structures and growingappearing as small structures and growing

̈̈ Initially most granules grow in size, some keep Initially most granules grow in size, some keep 
growing until they become unstable (see next slide) growing until they become unstable (see next slide) 
and split, others stop growing and start shrinking and split, others stop growing and start shrinking 
until they disappear (all within 5until they disappear (all within 5--10 min).10 min).



Relation between granules and 

supergranules

̈̈ DownflowsDownflows of granules continue to bottom of of granules continue to bottom of 
simulations, but the simulations, but the intergranularintergranular lanes break up lanes break up 
into isolated narrow into isolated narrow downflowdownflow plumes. plumes. 

̈̈ I.e. topology of flow reverses with depth:  I.e. topology of flow reverses with depth:  

̈̈ At surface: isolated At surface: isolated upflowsupflows, connected , connected downflowsdownflows

̈̈ At depth: connected At depth: connected upflowsupflows, isolated , isolated downflowsdownflows

̈̈ Idea put forward by Idea put forward by SpruitSpruit et al. 1990: At et al. 1990: At 
increasingly greater depth the narrow increasingly greater depth the narrow downflowsdownflows
from different granules merge, forming a larger and from different granules merge, forming a larger and 
less fineless fine--meshed network that outlines the meshed network that outlines the 
supergranulessupergranules



Increasing size of convective cells with 

depth



Convection on other stars

̈̈ F, G, K & M stars F, G, K & M stars (& (& 
cool cool WDsWDs) ) posses outer posses outer 
convection zones convection zones 

̈̈ Observations are Observations are 
difficult since surfaces difficult since surfaces 
cannot be resolved.cannot be resolved.

îîUse line bisectorsUse line bisectors

̈̈ A,F stars show inverse A,F stars show inverse 
bisectors: granulation bisectors: granulation 
has different geometry.has different geometry.

̈̈ HotHot stars have an inner stars have an inner 
convection zoneconvection zone



The solar atmosphere



The Sun’s atmosphere

̈̈ Solar atmosphere generally described by multiple Solar atmosphere generally described by multiple 
layers. From bottom to top:  photosphere, layers. From bottom to top:  photosphere, 
chromospherechromosphere, transition region,  corona, transition region,  corona

̈̈ In its simplest form it is modelled as a single In its simplest form it is modelled as a single 
component planecomponent plane--parallel atmosphere.parallel atmosphere.

̈̈ Density drops exponentially: Density drops exponentially: ȡȡ((zz) ) = = ȡȡ0 0 exp(exp(--z/Hz/Hȡȡ)      )      

(for isothermal atmosphere). T=6000K (for isothermal atmosphere). T=6000K îî HHȡȡ≈≈ 100km100km

̈̈ Mass of the solar atmosphere Mass of the solar atmosphere ≈≈ mass of the Indian mass of the Indian 
ocean (ocean (≈≈ mass of the photosphere)mass of the photosphere)

̈̈ Mass of the Mass of the chromospherechromosphere ≈≈ mass of the Earthmass of the Earth’’s s 
atmosphereatmosphere



1-D stratification



How good is the 1-D approximation?

̈̈ 11--D models reproduce extremely well large parts of D models reproduce extremely well large parts of 
the spectrum obtained with low spatial resolution the spectrum obtained with low spatial resolution 
(see spectral synthesis slide)(see spectral synthesis slide)

̈̈ However, any high resolution image of the Sun However, any high resolution image of the Sun 
shows that its atmosphere has a complex structure shows that its atmosphere has a complex structure 
(as seen at almost any wavelength)(as seen at almost any wavelength)

̈̈ Therefore: 1Therefore: 1--D models may well describe averaged D models may well describe averaged 
quantities relatively well, although they probably do quantities relatively well, although they probably do 
not describe any particular part of the real Sun.not describe any particular part of the real Sun.



Photosphere



Lower chromosphere



Upper chromosphere



Corona



Photosphere



The photosphere

̈̈ Photosphere extends between solar surface and Photosphere extends between solar surface and 
temperature minimum (400temperature minimum (400--600 km)600 km)

̈̈ It is the source of most of the solar radiation. The It is the source of most of the solar radiation. The 
visible, UV (visible, UV (そそ> 1600> 1600ÅÅ) ) and IR (< 100and IR (< 100たたm)m) radiation radiation 
comes from the photosphere.comes from the photosphere.

̈̈ 4000 K < 4000 K < T(photosphereT(photosphere) < 6000 K) < 6000 K

̈̈ T decreases outwards T decreases outwards îî BBȞȞ(T)(T) decreases outwarddecreases outward
îî photosphere produces an absorption spectrumphotosphere produces an absorption spectrum

̈̈ LTE is a good approximationLTE is a good approximation

̈̈ Energy transport by radiation (and convection)Energy transport by radiation (and convection)

̈̈ Main structures: Granules, sunspots and faculaeMain structures: Granules, sunspots and faculae



The 

Sun in 

White 

Light

(limb 
darkening 
removed)

MDI onMDI on

SOHOSOHO



The photosphere: a boring place?



Photospheric structure: Granulation

̈̈ Physics of convection and the properties of Physics of convection and the properties of 
granulation and granulation and supergranulationsupergranulation have been have been 
discussed earlier, so that we can skip them here.discussed earlier, so that we can skip them here.



Photospheric structure: Sunspots

H. Schleicher, KIS/VTT, H. Schleicher, KIS/VTT, ObsObs. del . del TeideTeide, Tenerife, Tenerife

UmbraGranule          Penumbra



Chromosphere



Chromosphere

̈̈ Layer just above photosphere, at which temperature Layer just above photosphere, at which temperature 
appears to increase outwards (classically forming a appears to increase outwards (classically forming a 
temperature plateau at around 7000 K)temperature plateau at around 7000 K)

̈̈ Strong evidence for a spatially and temporally Strong evidence for a spatially and temporally 
inhomogeneous inhomogeneous chromospherechromosphere (gas at T<4000K is (gas at T<4000K is 
present beside gas with T>8000 K)present beside gas with T>8000 K)

̈̈ Assumption of LTE breaks downAssumption of LTE breaks down

̈̈ Assumption of plane parallel atmosphere very likely Assumption of plane parallel atmosphere very likely 
breaks down (i.e. breaks down (i.e. radiativeradiative transfer in 3transfer in 3--D needed) D needed) 

̈̈ Energy transport mainly by radiation and wavesEnergy transport mainly by radiation and waves



Discovery of Chromosphere

̈̈ Flash spectrum seen seconds before and after Flash spectrum seen seconds before and after 
totalitytotality



Chromospheric structure

5 104 K gas (EIT  He 304 Å)7000 K gas Ca II K

Spots    Spots    plagesplages



Chromospheric structure III CHANGE!!!

̈̈The The chromospherechromosphere
exhibits a very wide exhibits a very wide 
variety of structures. variety of structures. 
E.g.,E.g.,

̈̈Sunspots and Sunspots and 
PlagesPlages

̈̈Network and   Network and   
internetworkinternetwork (grains)(grains)

̈̈SpiculesSpicules

̈̈Prominences and Prominences and 
filamentsfilaments

̈̈Flares and Flares and 
eruptionseruptions



Chromospheric structure

̈̈The The chromospherechromosphere
exhibits a very wide exhibits a very wide 
variety of structures. variety of structures. 
E.g.,E.g.,

̈̈Sunspots and Sunspots and 
PlagesPlages

̈̈Network and   Network and   
internetworkinternetwork

̈̈SpiculesSpicules

̈̈Prominences and Prominences and 
filamentsfilaments

̈̈Flares and Flares and 
eruptionseruptions



Chromospheric structure

̈̈The The chromospherechromosphere
exhibits a very wide exhibits a very wide 
variety of structures. variety of structures. 
E.g.,E.g.,

̈̈Sunspots and Sunspots and 
PlagesPlages

̈̈Network and   Network and   
internetworkinternetwork

̈̈SpiculesSpicules

̈̈Prominences Prominences 
and filamentsand filaments
̈̈Flares and Flares and 
eruptionseruptions



Chromospheric structure

̈̈ SpiculesSpicules

̈̈ Prominences and filamentsProminences and filaments



Chromospheric dynamics

Network

Internetwork



Chromospheric dynamics

̈̈ Oscillations, Oscillations, 
seen in cores of seen in cores of 
strong linesstrong lines

̈̈ Power peaks: Power peaks: 
oscillations, not oscillations, not 
turbulenceturbulence

̈̈ Power at 3 min Power at 3 min 
in Interin Inter--networknetwork

̈̈ Power at   5Power at   5--7 7 
min in Networkmin in Network

Lites et al. 2002



1 year of EIT: upper chromosphere

̈̈ He II 304 He II 304 ÅÅ with with 
EIT/SOHOEIT/SOHO

̈̈ samples gas at samples gas at 
≈≈50 50 kKkK (with (with 
contribution also contribution also 
from corona: from corona: 
coronal holes are coronal holes are 
visible)visible)



Models: the classical chromosphere

̈̈ Classical picture: Classical picture: 
plane parallel, plane parallel, 
multimulti--component component 
atmospheres atmospheres 

̈̈ ChromosphereChromosphere is is 
composed of a composed of a 
gentle rise in gentle rise in 
temperature temperature 
between between TTminmin and and 
transition region. transition region. 

Fontenla et al. 1993

TTminmin



Need to heat the chromosphere

̈̈ RadiativeRadiative equilibrium, equilibrium, 
RE:RE: only form of energy only form of energy 
transport is radiation & transport is radiation & 
atmosphere is in thermal atmosphere is in thermal 
equilibrium. equilibrium. 

̈̈ VALVAL--C:C: empirical modelempirical model

̈̈ Dashed curves:Dashed curves: temp. temp. 
stratifications for stratifications for 
increasing amount of increasing amount of 
heating (from bottom to heating (from bottom to 
top). top). 

îîMechanical heating Mechanical heating 
needed to reproduce needed to reproduce obsobs.. Anderson & Anderson & AthayAthay 19931993



Dynamic models̈̈ Start with piston in Start with piston in 
convection zone, convection zone, 
consistent with consistent with obsobs. of . of 
photosphericphotospheric oscillationsoscillations

̈̈ Waves with periods of Waves with periods of 
≤≤3min propagate into 3min propagate into 
chromospherechromosphere

̈̈ Energy conservation Energy conservation 
((ととvv22/2 = const.) /2 = const.) & strong & strong とと
decrease decrease îî wave wave 
amplitudes increase with amplitudes increase with 
height: waves height: waves steepensteepen
and shockand shock

îîTemp. at Temp. at chromosphericchromospheric
heights varies between heights varies between 
3000 K and 10000 K3000 K and 10000 K

CarlssonCarlsson & Stein& Stein



Transition Region



Transition Region

Semi-empirical 1D-models of solar atmosphere: steep 
increase of T in transition region (TR):  < 100 km  thick



Transition region properties

̈̈ Temperature increases from 5 10Temperature increases from 5 1044 K to 1 MKK to 1 MK

̈̈ Density drops Density drops îî PPgg remains almost constantremains almost constant

̈̈ Divided into Divided into 
̈̈ lower transition region: T< 5 10lower transition region: T< 5 105 5 K. Shows K. Shows networtnetwort structure, similar to structure, similar to 

ChromosphereChromosphere

̈̈ upper transition region: T> 5 10upper transition region: T> 5 105 5 K. Shows loop structures, similar to K. Shows loop structures, similar to 
CoronaCorona

̈̈ Populated by 3 types of structures: Populated by 3 types of structures: footpointsfootpoints of coronal of coronal 
loops, loops, footpointsfootpoints of open field lines, cool transition region of open field lines, cool transition region 
loops.loops.

̈̈ Heating thought to be mainly by heat conduction from corona Heating thought to be mainly by heat conduction from corona 
(for those parts (for those parts magneticlymagneticly connected to corona).connected to corona).



TR spatial structure

̈̈ Lower transition Lower transition 
region (T<5 10region (T<5 1055 K) K) 
shows structure very shows structure very 
similar to similar to 
chromospherechromosphere, with , with 
network, network, plageplage etc.etc.

̈̈ C IV (10C IV (1055 K) imaged K) imaged 
by SUMERby SUMER

̈̈ In upper transition In upper transition 
region structures are region structures are 
more similar to coronamore similar to corona



TR dynamic phenomena: blinkers 

̈̈ Brightness variability in QuietBrightness variability in Quiet--sun transition region sun transition region 
is larger than in any other layer of solar atmosphereis larger than in any other layer of solar atmosphere

̈̈ Typical brightening: blinkersTypical brightening: blinkers

̈̈ Occur everywhere, all the time. Last for minutes to Occur everywhere, all the time. Last for minutes to 
hours. How                                                      hours. How                                                      
much of the                                                     much of the                                                     
brightening                                                     brightening                                                     
is due to                                                      is due to                                                      
overlapping                                                    overlapping                                                    
blinkers?blinkers?

̈̈ 1 time step                                                     1 time step                                                     
≈≈ 1 minute1 minute

SiSi IVIV



Explosive events

̈̈ Broadenings of TR spectral lines at 1Broadenings of TR spectral lines at 1--3 103 1055 KK

̈̈ Typical “normal” line width is 20 km/s; in explosive Typical “normal” line width is 20 km/s; in explosive 
event: up to 400 km/s. Cover only a few 1000 km event: up to 400 km/s. Cover only a few 1000 km 
and last only a few minutesand last only a few minutes

̈̈ Typically a few 1000 present on Sun at any given Typically a few 1000 present on Sun at any given 
timetime



Corona



The Solar Corona

Corona

Solar 
interior

Surface

While the surface While the surface 
is about is about 6,0006,000 KK, , 

the temperature in the temperature in 
the corona the corona 

reaches about reaches about 2 2 
million K.million K.

What causes this What causes this 
rapid increase in rapid increase in 

temperature is still temperature is still 
one of the big one of the big 

mysteries in solar mysteries in solar 
physics.physics.



The Hot and Dynamic Corona

EUV Corona: Plasma at 
>1 Mio K (EIT 195 Å)

Corona during an Eclipse
Artificial eclipse

(LASCO C3 / SOHO, MPS)



Eclipse corona

̈̈ K corona:K corona: Inner portion of sun's corona, having a Inner portion of sun's corona, having a 
continuous spectrum caused by electron scattering continuous spectrum caused by electron scattering 
(Thomson scattering)(Thomson scattering)

̈̈ F corona:F corona: Outer portion of solar corona, consisting Outer portion of solar corona, consisting 
of sunlight scattered from interplanetary dust of sunlight scattered from interplanetary dust 
between sun and earth. Also known as between sun and earth. Also known as FraunhoferFraunhofer
corona: shows corona: shows FraunhoferFraunhofer lines. lines. 

̈̈ L corona:L corona: Emission line corona (forbidden lines). Emission line corona (forbidden lines). 
Negligible contribution to coronal brightnessNegligible contribution to coronal brightness



Coronal brightness

̈̈ Total visible flux from corona Total visible flux from corona 
̈̈ Activity maximum:Activity maximum: 1.5 101.5 10--6 6 FF¿¿ = = 0.660.66 full Moonfull Moon

̈̈ Activity minimum:Activity minimum: 0.6 100.6 10--6 6 FF¿¿ == 0.26 full Moon0.26 full Moon

̈̈ Visibility: during an eclipse corona typically extends Visibility: during an eclipse corona typically extends 
for 4 solar radii until its brightness drops below sky for 4 solar radii until its brightness drops below sky 
brightness levelsbrightness levels

̈̈ Intensity vs. distance Intensity vs. distance RR from limb (from limb (II00=disk centre =disk centre 
intensity)intensity)

Dominates:     far   intermediate   closeDominates:     far   intermediate   close
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Coronal temperature

̈̈ Different temperatures & Different temperatures & 
densities codensities co--exist in the exist in the 
corona corona 

̈̈ Range of temps:            Range of temps:            
<1 MK (Coronal hole) to <1 MK (Coronal hole) to 
10 MK (act. region)10 MK (act. region)

̈̈ Range of eRange of e-- densities densities 
(inner corona): (inner corona): 

̈̈ Loop: 10Loop: 1010 10 

̈̈ coronal hole: 10coronal hole: 1077

HinodeHinode XRT: 2XRT: 2--5MK gas5MK gas



Coronal spectrum

̈̈ Coronal spectrum: spectrum of the radiation Coronal spectrum: spectrum of the radiation 
produced in the corona. In contrast to K & F corona, produced in the corona. In contrast to K & F corona, 
which is radiation coming from the photosphere & which is radiation coming from the photosphere & 
only scattered in the corona.only scattered in the corona.

̈̈ It is dominated by emission lines of highly ionized It is dominated by emission lines of highly ionized 
species (e.g. Fe IX species (e.g. Fe IX –– Fe XX) with no continuum Fe XX) with no continuum 
contributioncontribution

̈̈ GET FIGURE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! XGET FIGURE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! X--RAY RAY 

SPECTRUMSPECTRUM



Coronal structures

̈̈ Active regions Active regions 

(loops)(loops)

̈̈ Quiet SunQuiet Sun

̈̈ XX--ray bright pointsray bright points

̈̈ Coronal holesCoronal holes

̈̈ ArcadesArcades

Fe XII 195 Å 
(1.500.000 K)            

17 May - 8 June 1998 



Coronal structure: active region loops
TRACE, 1999TRACE, 1999



Coronal structure: streamers 



Coronal structures: coronal holes

polar 
coronal hole

extension of hole to solar equator



Coronal 

structures: 

coronal jets

XRT observationsXRT observations
Model (Moreno Model (Moreno InsertisInsertis et al.et al.



The solar wind

A constant stream of particles flowing from the Sun’s A constant stream of particles flowing from the Sun’s 
corona, corona, withawitha temperature of about a million degrees temperature of about a million degrees 
and with a velocity of and with a velocity of ≈≈450 km/s. Solar wind reaches 450 km/s. Solar wind reaches 
to well beyond Pluto's orbit, with the to well beyond Pluto's orbit, with the heliopauseheliopause
located roughly at                                              located roughly at                                              
100100--120  AU120  AU



Discovery of the solar wind

̈̈ Ludwig Ludwig BiermannBiermann at MPI fat MPI füürr PhysikPhysik und und AstrophysikAstrophysik
noticed that the tails of comets always pointed away noticed that the tails of comets always pointed away 
from the Sun. Solar radiation pressure was from the Sun. Solar radiation pressure was 
insufficient to explain this.insufficient to explain this.

îîPostulated a solar windPostulated a solar wind

̈̈ Independently, Parker (1958) realized that a Independently, Parker (1958) realized that a hot hot 
corona must expand if it was to be in equilibrium corona must expand if it was to be in equilibrium 
with the interstellar medium. Only a supersonic solar with the interstellar medium. Only a supersonic solar 
wind was compatible with theory and observations.wind was compatible with theory and observations.

îîSupersonic solar windSupersonic solar wind



Comets and the solar wind

Comet 
NEAT 

(C/2002 V1)



Solar wind characteristics at 1AU 

Fast solar wind                Slow solar windFast solar wind                Slow solar wind
̈̈ speed > 400 km/s                 < 400 km/sspeed > 400 km/s                 < 400 km/s
̈̈ nnpp ≈≈ 3 cm3 cm--33 ≈≈ 8 cm8 cm--33

̈̈ homogeneous           homogeneous           high variabilityhigh variability
̈̈ BB≈≈ 5 5 nTnT = 0.00005G             B < 5 = 0.00005G             B < 5 nTnT
̈̈ 95% H, 4% He95% H, 4% He 94% H, 5% He94% H, 5% He
̈̈ AlfvenicAlfvenic fluctuationsfluctuations Density  fluctuationsDensity  fluctuations
̈̈ Origin: coronal holesOrigin: coronal holes Origin: in connection with   Origin: in connection with   

coronal streamerscoronal streamers

Transient solar windTransient solar wind
̈̈ speed from < 300 km/s up to >2000 km/sspeed from < 300 km/s up to >2000 km/s
̈̈ Variable B, with B up to 100 Variable B, with B up to 100 nTnT (0.001G)(0.001G)
̈̈ Often very low densityOften very low density
̈̈ Sometimes up to 30% HeSometimes up to 30% He
̈̈ Often associated with interplanetary shock waves Often associated with interplanetary shock waves 
̈̈ Origin: Origin: CMEsCMEs



3-D structure of the Solar Wind: 

Variation over the Solar Cycle

1st Orbit: 3/1992 - 11/1997
declining / minimum phase

2nd Orbit: 12/1997 - 2/2002
rising / maximum phase

Woch et al.   GRLUlysses SWICS data



Coronal Shape & Solar Wind: 

Ulysses Data & 3D-Heliosphere

Activity minimum              Activity maximumActivity minimum              Activity maximum

UlyssesUlysses



Parker’s theory of the solar wind

̈̈ Basic idea: dynamic equilibrium between hot corona Basic idea: dynamic equilibrium between hot corona 
and interstellar medium. Mass and momentum and interstellar medium. Mass and momentum 
balance equations:balance equations:

îîParker’s Parker’s EqEq. for solar wind speed (isothermal . for solar wind speed (isothermal 
atmosphere)atmosphere)
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Parker’s solar wind solutions

̈̈ Parker found 4 Parker found 4 
families of solar wind families of solar wind 
solutionssolutions

̈̈ 2 not supported by 2 not supported by 
ObsObs. (supersonic at . (supersonic at 
solar surface)solar surface)

̈̈ 2 do not give 2 do not give 
sufficient pressure sufficient pressure 
against the against the 
interstellar medium.interstellar medium.

̈̈ Correct solution Correct solution 
must be thick line in must be thick line in 
Fig. Fig. 



Solar wind speed

Speed of Speed of 
solar wind solar wind 

predicted by predicted by 
Parker’s Parker’s 
model for model for 
different different 
coronal coronal 
(simple, (simple, 

isothermal isothermal 
case; no case; no 
magnetic magnetic 

field)field)



funnel

polar 
hole

Tu, Marsch et al., 2005

Sources of solar wind: fast wind



The Heliosphere ̈̈ HeliosphereHeliosphere = region = region 
of space in which the of space in which the 
solar wind and solar solar wind and solar 
magnetic field magnetic field 
dominate over the dominate over the 
interstellar medium interstellar medium 
and the galactic and the galactic 
magnetic field.magnetic field.

̈̈ BowshockBowshock:: where the where the 
interstellar medium is interstellar medium is 
slowed relative to the slowed relative to the 
Sun.Sun.

̈̈ HeliosphericHeliospheric shock:shock:
where the solar wind where the solar wind 
is decelerated relative is decelerated relative 
to Sunto Sun

̈̈ HeliopauseHeliopause:: boundary boundary 
of the of the heliosphereheliosphere

Interstellar Interstellar 
mediummedium

BowshockBowshock

HeliosphericHeliospheric
shockshock

HeliopauseHeliopause

HeliotailHeliotail





Magnetic Field



îî in order to in order to 

understand the  understand the  

dynamics and dynamics and 

activity of theactivity of the Sun Sun 

we need we need 

measurements and measurements and 

theory of itstheory of its

magnetic fieldmagnetic field

The source of the Sun’s The source of the Sun’s 
activity is the magnetic field activity is the magnetic field 

Thomas Thomas WiegelmannWiegelmann



Correlation of field with brightness 



Open and closed magnetic fluxOpen and closed magnetic flux

Open Open fluxflux: fast solar : fast solar 
windwind

ClosedClosed fluxflux: : slowslow
solar windsolar wind

Most of Most of thethe solar solar fluxflux
returnsreturns to to thethe solar solar 
surfacesurface withinwithin a a fewfew
RR:: ((closedclosed fluxflux))

A A smallsmall partpart of of thethe
total total fluxflux throughthrough thethe
solar solar surfacesurface
connectsconnects as as openopen
fluxflux to to interplanetaryinterplanetary
spacespace



Measured 

Magnetic 

Field at 

Sun’s 

Surface

Month long Month long 

sequence ofsequence of
magnetogramsmagnetograms
(approx. one (approx. one 
solar rotation)solar rotation)

MDI/SOHO MDI/SOHO 
May 1998May 1998



Methods of magnetic field 

measurement

̈̈ Direct methods:Direct methods:
̈̈ ZeemanZeeman effecteffect îî polarized radiationpolarized radiation

̈̈ HanleHanle effecteffect îî polarized radiationpolarized radiation

̈̈ GyroresonanceGyroresonance îî radio spectraradio spectra

̈̈ Indirect methods: ProxiesIndirect methods: Proxies
̈̈ Bright or dark features in photosphere Bright or dark features in photosphere 

(sunspots, G(sunspots, G--band bright points)band bright points)

̈̈ Ca II H and K Ca II H and K plageplage

̈̈ Fibrils seen in Fibrils seen in chromosphericchromospheric lines, e.g. Hlines, e.g. Hgg
̈̈ Coronal loops seen in EUV or XCoronal loops seen in EUV or X--radiationradiation



Example of proxies: Continuum vs. G-

band

Continuum                             GContinuum                             G--bandband



Ca II K as a magnetic field proxy

̈̈ Ca II H and K lines, Ca II H and K lines, 
the strongest lines the strongest lines 
in the visible solar in the visible solar 
spectrum, become spectrum, become 
brighter with nonbrighter with non--
spot magnetic flux. spot magnetic flux. 

̈̈ IIcorecore/I/Iwingwing ~ <B>~ <B>0.60.6

̈̈ Magnetic regions Magnetic regions 
(except sunspots) (except sunspots) 
appear bright in  appear bright in  
Ca II H+K Ca II H+K îî Ca Ca 
plageplage and network and network 
regionsregions



HĮ and the chromospheric field

̈̈ HHgg image of quiet image of quiet 
Sun shows many Sun shows many 
looploop--like structures. like structures. 
Do they (roughly) Do they (roughly) 
follow the field lines?follow the field lines?

̈̈ Do they imply a Do they imply a 
relatively horizontal relatively horizontal 
chromosphericchromospheric field?field?



Zeeman diagnostics

̈̈ Direct detection of magnetic field by Direct detection of magnetic field by obsobs. of magnetically . of magnetically 
induced splitting and polarisation of spectral lines induced splitting and polarisation of spectral lines 

̈̈ Ob Sun: Ob Sun: ZeemanZeeman effect changes not just spectral shape of a effect changes not just spectral shape of a 
spectral line (often subtle and difficult to measure), but also spectral line (often subtle and difficult to measure), but also 
introduces a introduces a unique unique polarisation signaturepolarisation signature

îîMeasurement of            Measurement of            
polarization is           polarization is           
central to               central to               
measuring solar            measuring solar            
magnetic fields.magnetic fields.

                                                                            
                                                                            

                                                                              
                                                                          



Polarized radiation

̈̈ Polarized Polarized 

radiation is radiation is 

described bydescribed by

the 4 the 4 StokesStokes

parameters: parameters: I, Q, UI, Q, U andand VV

̈̈ I I = total intensity = total intensity == IIlinlin(0(0oo) + ) + IIlinlin(90(90oo) =) = IIlinlin(45(45oo) + ) + IIlinlin(135(135oo) = ) = 

IIcirccirc(right(right) +) + IIcirccirc(left(left) ) 

̈̈ Q Q = = IIlinlin(0(0oo) ) -- IIlinlin(90(90oo) ) 

̈̈ UU = = IIlinlin(45(45oo) ) -- IIlinlin(135(135oo) ) 

̈̈ VV = = IIcirccirc(right(right) ) -- IIcirccirc(left(left))

̈̈ Note: Stokes parameters are sums and differences of Note: Stokes parameters are sums and differences of 

intensities, i.e. they are directly measurableintensities, i.e. they are directly measurable



Zeeman splitting of atomic levels

̈̈ In a BIn a B--field a level with field a level with 
total angular moment total angular moment JJ
splits into splits into 22JJ+1+1 subsub--
levels with different levels with different MM..

̈̈ EEJ,MJ,M = E= EJJ++ȝȝ0 0 gMgMJJBB

̈̈ Transitions are allowed Transitions are allowed 
between levels with    between levels with    
∆∆J J = 0, = 0, ±±1   &               1   &               

∆∆M M = 0 (= 0 (ヾヾ)), , ±±1 (1 (jjbb, , jjrr))

̈̈ Splitting is determined Splitting is determined 
by by LandeLande factorfactor g  g  ::

gg((J,L,SJ,L,S) = 1+() = 1+(JJ((JJ+1)+ +1)+ 

SS((SS+1)+1)--LL((LL+1))/2+1))/2JJ((JJ+1)+1)



Splitting patterns of lines

̈̈ Depending on Depending on gg of the of the 
upper and lower levels, upper and lower levels, 
the spectral line shows the spectral line shows 
different splitting different splitting 
patternspatterns

̈̈ Positive: Positive: ヾヾ components: components: 
〉〉MM=0=0

̈̈ Negative: Negative: jj
components: components: 〉〉MM==±±11

̈̈ Top left: normal Top left: normal 
ZeemanZeeman effect (rare)effect (rare)

̈̈ Rest: anomalous Rest: anomalous 
ZeemanZeeman effect (usual)effect (usual)



Polarization and Zeeman effect



Effect of changing field strength

Formula for Formula for ZeemanZeeman splitting (splitting (for for BB in G, in G, そそ in in ÅÅ):):

〉そ〉そHH = 4.67 10= 4.67 10--1313 ggeffeffBBそそ22 [[ÅÅ] ] 

ggeffeff=effective =effective LandLandéé factor of linefactor of line

For large For large BB: : 〉そ〉そHH = = 〉そ〉そ between between jj--component peakscomponent peaks

B=200 GB=200 G

B=1600 GB=1600 G

I

V



Dependence on B, Ȗ, and ĳ

̈̈ I ~ I ~ țțjj(1+(1+coscos22けけ)/4)/4 + + țțヾヾ sinsin22けけ/2/2
̈̈ Q ~ Q ~ BB22 sinsin22けけ coscos 22ll
̈̈ U ~ U ~ BB22 sinsin22けけ sin 2sin 2ll
̈̈ V ~ V ~ BB coscos けけ

̈̈ VV: longitudinal component of : longitudinal component of BB

̈̈ Q, UQ, U: transverse component of : transverse component of BB

̈̈ Above formulae for Above formulae for Q,U,VQ,U,V refer to relatively weak fields (e.g. refer to relatively weak fields (e.g. 

B and BB and B2 2 dependence of field)dependence of field)

̈̈ ZeemanZeeman splitting etc. is hidden in splitting etc. is hidden in țțjj and and țțヾヾ. . ForFor Q, U, VQ, U, V these these 
dependences have not been given for simplicity.dependences have not been given for simplicity.

JuanmaJuanma BorreroBorrero



Dependence on B, Ȗ, and ĳ

̈̈ I ~ I ~ țțjj(1+(1+coscos22けけ)/4)/4 + + țțヾヾ sinsin22けけ/2/2
̈̈ Q ~ Q ~ BB22 sinsin22けけ coscos 22ll
̈̈ U ~ U ~ BB22 sinsin22けけ sin 2sin 2ll
̈̈ V ~ V ~ BB coscos けけ

̈̈ Q, UQ, U: transverse: transverse
component of component of BB

̈̈ VV: longitudinal: longitudinal
component of component of BB

JuanmaJuanma BorreroBorrero



Zeeman polarimetry

̈̈ Most widely used remote sensing technique of astrophysical Most widely used remote sensing technique of astrophysical 
(and certainly solar) magnetic fields (and certainly solar) magnetic fields 

̈̈ Effective measurement of field strength if Effective measurement of field strength if ZeemanZeeman splitting is splitting is 
comparable to Doppler width or more:comparable to Doppler width or more: BB >> 220000 G … G … 10001000 G G 
(depending on spectral line) (depending on spectral line) îî works best in photosphere works best in photosphere 
and and chromospherechromosphere

̈̈ Splitting scales with そ Splitting scales with そ îî works best in IRworks best in IR

̈̈ Sensitive to cancellation of opposite magnetic polarities Sensitive to cancellation of opposite magnetic polarities îî
needs high spatial resolution (but usually smallneeds high spatial resolution (but usually small--scale scale 
magnetic structure is not resolved)magnetic structure is not resolved)



Fe I 630.2 nm

II VV

QQ UU

Fe I 1564.8 nmFe I 1564.8 nm

Zeeman splitting ~ Ȝ2



Cancellation of magnetic polarity

Spatial resolutionSpatial resolution
elementelement

= positive polarity= positive polarity
magnetic fieldmagnetic field

= negative polarity= negative polarity
magnetic fieldmagnetic field



Stokes V signal cancellation

+             =           +             =           

negative polaritynegative polarity positive polaritypositive polarity



Magnetograms

̈̈ Magnetograph: Magnetograph: 
Instrument to make Instrument to make 
maps of (net circular) maps of (net circular) 
polarization in wing of polarization in wing of 
ZeemanZeeman sensitive sensitive 
line.line.

̈̈ Right: Example of Right: Example of 
magnetogrammagnetogram
obtained by MDIobtained by MDI

̈̈ Conversion of Conversion of 
polarization into polarization into 
magnetic field magnetic field 
requires a careful requires a careful 
calibration.calibration.

positive positive 
polaritypolarity

negativenegative
polaritypolarity



What does a 

magnetogram show?

̈̈ Plotted at left: Plotted at left: 
̈̈ Top:Top: Stokes Stokes I, QI, Q and and VV along along 

a spectrograph slita spectrograph slit

̈̈ Middle:Middle: Sample Stokes Sample Stokes QQ
profileprofile

̈̈ Bottom:Bottom: Sample Stokes Sample Stokes VV
profileprofile

̈̈ Red bars:Red bars: example of a example of a 
spectral range used to make spectral range used to make 
a a magnetogrammagnetogram. Generally . Generally 
only Stokes only Stokes VV is used is used 
(simplest to measure), gives (simplest to measure), gives 
longitudinal component of longitudinal component of BB..



Synoptic maps approximate the radial magnetic flux observed 
near the central meridian over a period of 27.27 days (= 1 

Carrington rotation)

Synoptic chartsSynoptic charts



Polarized radiative transfer

̈̈ If light is polarized than a If light is polarized than a separsepar. RTE is required for . RTE is required for 
each of 4 Stokes parameters: Written as differential each of 4 Stokes parameters: Written as differential 
equation for Stokes vectorequation for Stokes vector IIȞȞ== ((IIȞȞ ,Q,QȞȞ ,U,UȞȞ ,V,VȞȞ))

̈̈ In plane parallel atmosphere for a spectral line In plane parallel atmosphere for a spectral line 
((UnnoUnno--RachkowskyRachkowsky equations):equations):

たた ddIIȞȞ //ddkkcc = = ȍȍȞȞIIȞȞ –– SSȞȞ

̈̈ ȍȍȞȞ = = absorption matrix (basically ratio of line to absorption matrix (basically ratio of line to 
continuum absorption coefficient), continuum absorption coefficient), SSȞȞ= = source source 
function vector,function vector, kkcc = continuum optical depth.= continuum optical depth.



Polarized radiative transfer II

The absorption matrixThe absorption matrix

ささI,I, ささQ, Q, ささU, U, ささVV are the lineare the line--toto--continuum absorption ratios for continuum absorption ratios for 
each of the Stokes parameters, respectively  (each of the Stokes parameters, respectively  (ささI I = = țțILIL//țțC C ))

ととQ,Q, ととU,  U,  ととV V are magnetoare magneto--optical coefficients for optical coefficients for Q, UQ, U and and VV
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Polarized radiative transfer III

̈̈ The The ZeemanZeeman effect only enters through effect only enters through ȍȍȞȞ
̈̈ ȍȍȞȞ contains contains 

̈̈ absorption due to absorption due to ZeemanZeeman--split line split line ((ȘȘI I , , ȘȘQ Q , , ȘȘU U , , ȘȘV V )) . I.e. . I.e. 
influence of B on absorption coefficient influence of B on absorption coefficient țț of mediumof medium

̈̈ magnetoopticalmagnetooptical effects, effects, ((ȡȡQ Q , , ȡȡU U , , ȡȡV V )) . I.e. influence of B on . I.e. influence of B on 
refractive index refractive index nn of mediumof medium

̈̈ Example Example magnetoopticalmagnetooptical effect: Faraday rotation, effect: Faraday rotation, 
i.e. rotation of plane of polarization when light i.e. rotation of plane of polarization when light 
passes through passes through B. B. 

̈̈ ȍȍȞȞ = = ȍȍȞȞ((ȖȖ, , ĳĳ, B, B) ) , i.e. , i.e. ȍȍȞȞ depends on the full magnetic depends on the full magnetic 
vector (in addition to the usual quantities that the vector (in addition to the usual quantities that the 
absorption coefficient depends on)absorption coefficient depends on)



LTE

̈̈ In LTE the In LTE the UnnoUnno--RachkowskyRachkowsky equations simplify equations simplify 
since since 

SSȞȞ= (= (BBȞȞ , , 0, 0, 0)0, 0, 0)

Here Here BBȞȞ =  Planck function=  Planck function

̈̈ Also,Also, ȍȍȞȞ is simplified. The is simplified. The ȘȘI I , , ȘȘQ Q , , ȘȘU U , , ȘȘV V and and ȡȡQ Q , , ȡȡU U , , 
ȡȡV V values only require application of values only require application of SahaSaha--
BoltzmannBoltzmann equations (similar situation as for LTE in equations (similar situation as for LTE in 
case of normal case of normal radiativeradiative transfer). Each of these transfer). Each of these 
quantities is, of course, frequency dependent.quantities is, of course, frequency dependent.



Solution of Unno Eqs.: Unno solution 

̈̈ General solution best done numerically (even formal General solution best done numerically (even formal 
solution is nonsolution is non--trivial: needs exponent of matrix trivial: needs exponent of matrix ȍȍȞȞ))

̈̈ Simple analytical solutions exist for a MilneSimple analytical solutions exist for a Milne--
EddingtonEddington atmosphere (i.e. for atmosphere (i.e. for ȍȍちち independent of independent of kkȞȞ
and and SSȞȞ depending only linearly on depending only linearly on kkȞȞ). ). Particularly Particularly 
simple if we neglect magnetosimple if we neglect magneto--optical effectsoptical effects

̈̈ I(I(ȝȝ) = ) = ȕȕ ȝȝ (1+(1+ȘȘII)/)/ǻǻ
̈̈ P(P(ȝȝ)= )= ȕȕ ȝȝ ȘȘPP//ǻǻ,, wherewhere P = Q, U,P = Q, U, oror VV

̈̈ ǻǻ = (1+= (1+ȘȘII))
2 2 -- ȘȘQQ

2 2 -- ȘȘUU
2 2 -- ȘȘVV

22

takes care of line saturationtakes care of line saturation

̈̈ ȕȕ is derivative of Planck function with respect tois derivative of Planck function with respect to ĲĲȞȞ ..



MHD = Magnetohydrodynamics

̈̈ Here only a very few basics. See also special Here only a very few basics. See also special 
courses on MHD within the IMPRS curriculumcourses on MHD within the IMPRS curriculum

̈̈ MHD is an extension of hydrodynamics to a partly MHD is an extension of hydrodynamics to a partly 
ionized gas (plasma) including the influence of a ionized gas (plasma) including the influence of a 
magnetic field. It is also a particular simplification of magnetic field. It is also a particular simplification of 
the particlethe particle--based (statistical mechanics) description based (statistical mechanics) description 
of plasmas.of plasmas.

̈̈ The MHD equations are obtained by combining The MHD equations are obtained by combining 
Maxwell’s equations with equations of fluid Maxwell’s equations with equations of fluid 
mechanismechanis (hydrodynamics).(hydrodynamics).

̈̈ MHD is a good approximation in most of the SunMHD is a good approximation in most of the Sun



MHD equations I

̈̈ Relevant Maxwell’s equations, Ohm’s law:Relevant Maxwell’s equations, Ohm’s law:

̈̈ Mass conservation:Mass conservation:

̈̈ j=j=current density, current density, EE==electric field, electric field, BB==magnetic field, magnetic field, 
c=c=speed of light, speed of light, vv==velocityvelocity, , とと== mass densitymass density
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MHD equations II

̈̈ Force balance = equation of motion = momentum Force balance = equation of motion = momentum 
conservationconservation

̈̈ Equation of state (e.g. ideal gas law)Equation of state (e.g. ideal gas law)

̈̈ Energy equation (which takes on different forms in Energy equation (which takes on different forms in 
different parts of the Sun)different parts of the Sun)

vBjvv
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Terms of force balance equation

total derivative of impulsetotal derivative of impulse--densdens

pressure gradient pressure gradient 

magnetic forces  magnetic forces  

gravity  gravity  

viscous frictionviscous frictionv

Bj

vv
v
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Some simplifications

̈̈ Ideal MHD: no viscosity:Ideal MHD: no viscosity:
̈̈ Stationary state:                 Stationary state:                 ∂∂//∂∂t = t = 00

̈̈ MagnetohydrostaticsMagnetohydrostatics:   :   v v = 0= 0

̈̈ No magnetic tension:No magnetic tension:

̈̈ ForceForce--free field: free field: 

̈̈ Potential field: Potential field: 

̈̈ ForceForce--free field: valid when magnetic terms in force free field: valid when magnetic terms in force 
balance equation dominate over all the others.balance equation dominate over all the others.

̈̈ Potential Potential field:validfield:valid when additionally there are no when additionally there are no 
currentscurrents

0=Δvρυ
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0BBBj
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MHD: plasma ȕ

̈̈ Plasma Plasma ȕȕ describes the ratio of thermal to magnetic describes the ratio of thermal to magnetic 
energy density:energy density:

̈̈ ȕȕ < 1< 1 îî Magnetic field dominates and dictates the Magnetic field dominates and dictates the 
dynamics of the gasdynamics of the gas

̈̈ ȕȕ >1>1 îî Thermal energy, i.e. gas dominates & forces Thermal energy, i.e. gas dominates & forces 
the field to followthe field to follow

̈̈ ȕȕ changes with changes with r/Rr/R::
̈̈ ȕȕ >1 >1 in convection zone, solar windin convection zone, solar wind

̈̈ ȕȕ <<1 1 in atmosphere, particularly in corona in atmosphere, particularly in corona ȕȕ <<<<1 1 

2

8

B

Pπβ =



Plasma ȕ vs. height in solar 

atmosphere

(Gary 2000)(Gary 2000)

Field dominatesField dominates Gas dominatesGas dominates



Supergranules and magnetic field

̈̈ MagnetogramMagnetogram:: black and black and 
white (white (opposoppos. polarities). polarities)

̈̈ Horizontal velocity:Horizontal velocity:
arrowsarrows

̈̈ Divergence:Divergence:
blue arrows > 0;             blue arrows > 0;             
red arrows: < 0red arrows: < 0

̈̈ SupergranuleSupergranule boundaries:boundaries:
yellowyellow

̈̈ Magnetic field is Magnetic field is 
concentrated at edges of concentrated at edges of 
supergranulessupergranules

îîBB swept out by flow of swept out by flow of 
supergranulessupergranules



Frozen-in magnetic fields

̈̈ Magnetic field is swept to Magnetic field is swept to supergranulesupergranule boundaries boundaries 
îî magnetic field is magnetic field is ““frozenfrozen”” into the plasmainto the plasma

̈̈ This happens if there are a sufficient number of This happens if there are a sufficient number of 
ionised particles, or equivalently, if the electric ionised particles, or equivalently, if the electric 
conductivity is very high, since charged particles conductivity is very high, since charged particles 
cannot cross field lines (gyration)cannot cross field lines (gyration)

̈̈ Valid even in photosphere of sunspots (only 10Valid even in photosphere of sunspots (only 10--44 of of 
all particles are ionized), due to common collisionsall particles are ionized), due to common collisions

îîIf plasma moves perpendicularly to BIf plasma moves perpendicularly to B--field, field, 

̈̈ ȕȕ >1:>1: it drags the field with it it drags the field with it 

̈̈ ȕȕ <<1: it1: it is stopped by the fieldis stopped by the field

̈̈ Flows parallel to the field are unaffected.Flows parallel to the field are unaffected.



Magnetic flux tubes

̈̈ In convection zone and in In convection zone and in 
photosphere most of magnetic photosphere most of magnetic 
energy is in concentrated energy is in concentrated 
magnetic flux magnetic flux tubesbundlestubesbundles of of 
magnetic field (bounded by magnetic field (bounded by 
topologically simple surface) topologically simple surface) 

̈̈ The flux tube has a current sheet The flux tube has a current sheet 
at its boundaryat its boundary

̈̈ Consider a Consider a thinthin flux tube (flux tube (R<HR<HPP) ) 
that is homogeneous inside (no that is homogeneous inside (no 
variation of B and P across crossvariation of B and P across cross--
section)section)

Rump of a Rump of a 
flux tubeflux tube

BB11 BB22

PP11 PP22

AA

RR



Simplified force balance: pressure balance

̈̈ Consider a static, vertical, Consider a static, vertical, thinthin magnetic flux tube, magnetic flux tube, 
FT (typical in lower solar atmosphere): FT (typical in lower solar atmosphere): 

̈̈ Interior of FT 1: field Interior of FT 1: field BBi i , pressure p, pressure pii, density , density ととii

̈̈ Exterior of FT: field Exterior of FT: field BBe e , pressure , pressure ppee, density , density ととee

îîVertical force balance is independent in the Vertical force balance is independent in the 
individual components.individual components.

̈̈ For a vertical field (for each comp): For a vertical field (for each comp): 

̈̈ Horizontal force balance between the components Horizontal force balance between the components 
is then reduced to pressure balance.is then reduced to pressure balance.

0=−∇ gp ρ



Pressure balance

̈̈ pressure balance between thin flux tube interior pressure balance between thin flux tube interior ii and and 
exterior exterior ee

̈̈ If, e.g. If, e.g. BBe e = 0, = 0, thenthen PPii < < PPee and it follows:and it follows:

îîMagnetic features are evacuated compared to surroundings.Magnetic features are evacuated compared to surroundings.

̈̈ If If BBr r = 0= 0 and and TTii = T= Tee, then also , then also ȡȡii < < ȡȡee , so that the magnetic , so that the magnetic 
features are buoyant compared to the surrounding gas.features are buoyant compared to the surrounding gas.

̈̈ In convection zone this buoyancy means that rising magnetic In convection zone this buoyancy means that rising magnetic 
flux tubes keep rising (unless stopped by another force, e.g. flux tubes keep rising (unless stopped by another force, e.g. 
magnetic curvature force) magnetic curvature force) îî field cannot be stably stored in field cannot be stably stored in 
convection zoneconvection zone

ππ 88
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Emergence of a magnetic flux tube

Magnetic field is believed to be generated mainly in the Magnetic field is believed to be generated mainly in the 
TachoclineTachocline near bottom of convection zone.near bottom of convection zone.

Due to its buoyancy (see next section) a magnetic field will Due to its buoyancy (see next section) a magnetic field will 
rise towards the solar surface. At the solar surface it will rise towards the solar surface. At the solar surface it will 

produce a bipolar active region.produce a bipolar active region.



Photosphere: magnetoconvection

Sunspot Sunspot 
umbraumbra

penumbrapenumbra

plageplage
quietquiet
SunSun



Sunspots

UmbraUmbra Penumbra          Penumbra          GranuleGranule

TTeffeff ≈≈ 4500 K4500 K

TTeffeff ≈≈ 5500 K5500 K

TTeffeff ≈≈ 5800 K5800 K



Sunspots, some properties

̈̈ Field strengthField strength: Peak values : Peak values 
20002000--3500 G3500 G

̈̈ BrightnessBrightness: umbra: 20% of : umbra: 20% of 
quiet Sun, penumbra: 75%quiet Sun, penumbra: 75%

̈̈ SizesSizes: Log: Log--normal size normal size 
distribution. Overlap with distribution. Overlap with 
pores (logpores (log--normal = normal = 
Gaussian on a logarithmic Gaussian on a logarithmic 
scale)scale)

̈̈ LifetimesLifetimes: : T T between hours & between hours & 
months: months: GnevyshevGnevyshev--
WaldmeierWaldmeier rule: rule: AAmaxmax ~ ~ T, T, 
wherewhere AAmax max = max spot area.= max spot area.



Lognormal distributions

̈̈ Normal distributionNormal distribution = Gaussian distribution= Gaussian distribution

̈̈ LogLog--normal distributionnormal distribution = Gaussian distribution if plotted on = Gaussian distribution if plotted on 
the logarithm of the xthe logarithm of the x--axis (axis (paramsparams: : jj, , たた))

̈̈ Lognormal distributions are found in many natural and manLognormal distributions are found in many natural and man--
made systems, particularly when values cannot be negative, made systems, particularly when values cannot be negative, 
means, means, µµ, , are low and variances,are low and variances, jj, , large. large. 

̈̈ E.g. lengths of latent periods of infectious diseases, file sizeE.g. lengths of latent periods of infectious diseases, file sizes s 
on disks, concentration of chemicals in honey samples, on disks, concentration of chemicals in honey samples, 
sunspot areas, solar UV radiances, .... sunspot areas, solar UV radiances, .... 

̈̈ Gaussians are due to additive processes, while lognormals Gaussians are due to additive processes, while lognormals 
are often produced by multiplicative processes, which are are often produced by multiplicative processes, which are 
additive on a logadditive on a log--scale.scale.
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The Wilson effect

̈̈ Near the solar Near the solar 
limb the umbra limb the umbra 
and centreand centre--side side 
penumbra penumbra 
disappeardisappear

îîWe see 400We see 400--800 800 
km deeper into km deeper into 
sunspots than in sunspots than in 
photospherephotosphere

̈̈ Correct Correct 
interpretation    interpretation    
by Wilson (18by Wilson (18thth

century).century).

Other interpretation by e.g. W. Other interpretation by e.g. W. HerschellHerschell: : 
photosphere is a layer of hot clouds photosphere is a layer of hot clouds 

through which we see deeper, cool layers: through which we see deeper, cool layers: 
the true, populated surface of the Sun. the true, populated surface of the Sun. 



Why are sunspots dark?

̈̈ Basically the strong Basically the strong nearllynearlly vertical magnetic field, not vertical magnetic field, not 
allowing motions across the field lines, quenches convection allowing motions across the field lines, quenches convection 
inside the spot.inside the spot.

̈̈ Since convection is the main source of energy transport just Since convection is the main source of energy transport just 
below the surface, less energy reaches the surface through below the surface, less energy reaches the surface through 
the spot the spot îî darkdark

くく <1<1
くく >1>1



Why are sunspots dark?  II

̈̈ Where does the energy blocked by sunspots go?Where does the energy blocked by sunspots go?

̈̈ SpruitSpruit (1982) showed: both heat capacity and (1982) showed: both heat capacity and 
thermal conductivity of convection zone (CZ) gas is thermal conductivity of convection zone (CZ) gas is 
very largevery large

îîHigh thermal conductivity: blocked heat is High thermal conductivity: blocked heat is 
redistributed throughout CZ (no or only very weak redistributed throughout CZ (no or only very weak 
bright rings around sunspots)bright rings around sunspots)

High heat capacity: the additional heat does not lead High heat capacity: the additional heat does not lead 
to a measurable increase in temperatureto a measurable increase in temperature

̈̈ In addition: time scale for thermal relaxation of the In addition: time scale for thermal relaxation of the 
CZ is long, 10CZ is long, 1055 years: excess energy is released years: excess energy is released 
almost imperceptibly.almost imperceptibly.



Solar irradiance during passage of a 

sunspot group

̈̈ The Sun as a The Sun as a 
whole darkens whole darkens 
when spots when spots 
move across its move across its 
discdisc

̈̈ I.e. the blocked I.e. the blocked 
heat does not heat does not 
reappear reappear 
somewhere elsesomewhere else

̈̈ I.e. no strong I.e. no strong 
bright rings bright rings 
around spotsaround spots



Magnetic structure of 

sunspots

̈̈ Peak field strength Peak field strength ≈≈ 2000 2000 ––
3500 G (usually in darkest, 3500 G (usually in darkest, 
central part of umbra)central part of umbra)

̈̈ B drops steadily towards B drops steadily towards 
boundary, boundary, BB((RRspotspot) ) ≈≈ 1000 G1000 G

̈̈ At centre, field is vertical. It At centre, field is vertical. It 
becomes almost horizontal becomes almost horizontal 
near near RRspotspot . . 

̈̈ Regular spots have a field Regular spots have a field 
structure similar to a buried structure similar to a buried 
dipoledipole



Magnetic 

structure of 

sunspots II

AzimuthalAzimuthal averages of averages of 
the various magnetic the various magnetic 
field components in a field components in a 

sample of regular (nearsample of regular (near--
circular) mediumcircular) medium--sized sized 

sunspots.sunspots.



Evershed effect

̈̈ Observation:Observation: Penumbra Penumbra 
seen at seen at たた<1 <1 showsshows
̈̈ on limb side: Doppler on limb side: Doppler 

red shiftred shift

̈̈ on disc side: Doppler on disc side: Doppler 
blue shiftblue shift

̈̈ Interpretation:Interpretation:
horizontal horizontal OUTflowOUTflow of of 
material from inner material from inner 
penumbra to outerpenumbra to outer dark: dark: redshiftredshift, light: , light: blueshiftblueshift

LimbLimb



Evershed effect

In In photosphericphotospheric layers penumbra shows nearly horizontal layers penumbra shows nearly horizontal 
outward flows of 1outward flows of 1--2 km/s on average (peak flows: supersonic) 2 km/s on average (peak flows: supersonic) 
Umbra remains at rest. In Umbra remains at rest. In chromospherechromosphere: inward directed flow: inward directed flow

Brightness                 Doppler shiftBrightness                 Doppler shift



Evershed effect: illustration

̈̈ Almost Almost 
horizontal horizontal 
outflow of outflow of 
matter seen in matter seen in 
the penumbra the penumbra 
of a sunspot.of a sunspot.

̈̈ Thought to be Thought to be 
driven by driven by 
either either 

̈̈ siphon flowsiphon flow

̈̈ convectionconvection



Siphon flow model of Evershed effect

̈̈ Proposed by Meyer & Schmidt (1968). Proposed by Meyer & Schmidt (1968). 

̈̈ If there is an imbalance in the field strength of the If there is an imbalance in the field strength of the 
two two footpointsfootpoints of a loop, then gas will flow from the of a loop, then gas will flow from the 
footpointfootpoint with                                                           with                                                           
lower lower BB to that                                                        to that                                                        
with higher with higher BB..

̈̈ Supersonic                                                      Supersonic                                                      
flows are                                                       flows are                                                       
possible.possible.

B1 <                     B2



Sunspot fine structure

Penumbral filaments Penumbral filaments 
(bright and dark)(bright and dark)

Penumbral grain (seen Penumbral grain (seen 
to move inward)to move inward)

Light bridgeLight bridge

UmbralUmbral dotdot



Highest resolution

ScharmerScharmer et al. 2002et al. 2002



Umbral dots seen in TiO

V. Zakharov,
T. Riethmueller



Magnetic structure of sunspots

̈̈ Regular on large scales (Regular on large scales (≈≈ dipole, dipole, BBmaxmax ≈≈ 2500 G, 2500 G, for simple for simple 
spots)spots)

̈̈ Extremely complex on small scales (penumbra, subsurface)Extremely complex on small scales (penumbra, subsurface)

Schlichenmaier et al.
1998, 1999, 2002



Magnetic structure of sunspots

Sunspots span too many spatial and temporal scales Sunspots span too many spatial and temporal scales 
to be successfully simulated from first principles.to be successfully simulated from first principles.

?



Current view of fine-structure of 

penumbra

ZakharovZakharov et al. 2008, et al. 2008, RempelRempel et al. 2008et al. 2008

ConvectionConvection



Sunspot Wilson depression

Map of Wilson depression (from T & B measurements and Map of Wilson depression (from T & B measurements and 
assumption that sunspot magnetic field is close to potential)assumption that sunspot magnetic field is close to potential)

Shibu Mathew

BB22/8/8ヾヾ ++ pp = const= const.. îî pp lower in spot than outside lower in spot than outside îî density density 
also lower also lower îî opacity also lower opacity also lower îî we see deeper into spotwe see deeper into spot



Magnetic elements

̈̈ Most of the magnetic flux on the solar surface Most of the magnetic flux on the solar surface 
occurs outside sunspots and pores (=smaller dark occurs outside sunspots and pores (=smaller dark 
magnetic structures). magnetic structures). 

̈̈ These most common magnetic features, called These most common magnetic features, called 
magnetic elements, are small (diameters partly magnetic elements, are small (diameters partly 
below 100 km), bright and concentrated in network below 100 km), bright and concentrated in network 
and facular regions.and facular regions.

̈̈ Magnetic elements are usually described by thin Magnetic elements are usually described by thin 
magnetic flux tubes (i.e. bundles of nearly parallel magnetic flux tubes (i.e. bundles of nearly parallel 
field lines, expanding with height), like smaller, field lines, expanding with height), like smaller, 
simpler versions of sunspots.simpler versions of sunspots.



Surprisingly constant field strength

MagnMagn. elements. elements PoresPores SunspotsSunspots

6 orders of magnitude of 6 orders of magnitude of 
magnetic fluxmagnetic flux



Temperature contrast vs. size

MagnMagn. elements. elements PoresPores SunspotsSunspots



Temperature stratifications of quiet 

Sun, sunspot, magnetic element

̈̈ Dashed: Quiet Sun Dashed: Quiet Sun 
atmosphereatmosphere

̈̈ Solid: sunspot Solid: sunspot 
atmosphereatmosphere

̈̈ DotDot--dashed: active region dashed: active region 
plageplage, magnetic element, magnetic element

̈̈ PlagePlage is hottest is hottest 
everywhere in everywhere in 
atmosphereatmosphere

̈̈ Sunspot cold (dark) in Sunspot cold (dark) in 
photosphere, but hot photosphere, but hot 
(bright) in (bright) in chromospherechromosphere
& transition region& transition region



Contrast of 

magnetic 

elements

Lower image:Lower image:
continuum contrast (i.e. continuum contrast (i.e. 
brightness of magnetic brightness of magnetic 
elements relative to QS elements relative to QS 
brightness) vs. mean B brightness) vs. mean B 

in a pixel. in a pixel. 

Upper image:Upper image: contrast contrast 
in core of a linein core of a line



Why are magnetic elements bright?

•• Quenching of convectionQuenching of convection

•• Partial evacuation Partial evacuation 
→→ enhanced transparencyenhanced transparency
→→ heating by ` hot wallsheating by ` hot walls´́
→→ local flux excesslocal flux excess

•• Inflow of radiation wins       Inflow of radiation wins       
because the flux tubes are because the flux tubes are 
narrow (diameter ~  Wilson narrow (diameter ~  Wilson 
depression).depression).

•• High heat conductivityHigh heat conductivity
→→ flux disturbance partlyflux disturbance partly

propagates into the propagates into the 
deep convection zonedeep convection zone

→→ KelvinKelvin--HelmholtzHelmholtz timetime

` Hot wall´  radiation



Why this magnetic field structure?

̈̈ BB--field structure of field structure of magnmagn. elements driven largely by . elements driven largely by 

̈̈ horizontal pressure balance:  horizontal pressure balance:  BB22/8/8ヾヾ ++ pp = const= const

̈̈ hydrostatic stratification (vertical pressure balance). For hydrostatic stratification (vertical pressure balance). For 
an isothermal atmosphere:     an isothermal atmosphere:     p p = = pp00exp(exp(--zz//HH))

̈̈ Since gas pressure drops exponentially with height, Since gas pressure drops exponentially with height, 
(for T=const), so must the field strength:                  (for T=const), so must the field strength:                  
B B = = BB00exp(exp(--zz/2/2HH))

̈̈ Flux conservation: Flux conservation: div div BB = 0= 0, or: , or: 

̈̈ BB decreases exponentially with decreases exponentially with z z îî area area AA of of 
sunspot (=magnetic flux tube) increases sunspot (=magnetic flux tube) increases 
exponentially: exponentially: A A = = AA00exp(exp(zz//HH))

∫∫ = const),,( dxdyzyxB



Faculae lead to brightening of the 

whole Sun

Dip due to presence Dip due to presence 
of small spotof small spot



Why are 

faculae 

best 

seen 

near 

limb? 

The Sun in 
White Light, 

with limb 
darkening 
removed

MDI on SOHOMDI on SOHO



Flux-tube brightening near limb

̈̈ The flux tubes expand with height (pressure balanceThe flux tubes expand with height (pressure balance

̈̈ Most energy radiates into them through walls, which are hot.Most energy radiates into them through walls, which are hot.

̈̈ They appear brightest when hot walls are well seen, i.e. near They appear brightest when hot walls are well seen, i.e. near 
limb (closer to limb for larger tubes)limb (closer to limb for larger tubes)



̈̈3D appearance of faculae3D appearance of faculae

̈̈extension up to 0.5”extension up to 0.5”

̈̈narrow dark lanes narrow dark lanes centerwardcenterward of of 
faculaefaculae

Facular brightening

(continuum image: SST, La Palma

Limb

Center

=60°  λ=488nm)

Recent observations reveal:

(Lites et al. 2004)



3-D radiation MHD simulations

̈̈ Similar to hydrodynamic simulations Similar to hydrodynamic simulations 
describing granulation, except that now the describing granulation, except that now the 
full MHD equations need to be solved full MHD equations need to be solved îî
Additional complication. Additional complication. 

̈̈ Include realistic Include realistic radiativeradiative transport of energy. transport of energy. 
Include solar surface to allow comparison Include solar surface to allow comparison 
with observationswith observations

̈̈ Suffer from same shortcomings as the HD Suffer from same shortcomings as the HD 
simulations (too low Reynolds number) etc.simulations (too low Reynolds number) etc.



BBzz
(Z=0)(Z=0)

>500G>500G

>1000G>1000G

>1500G>1500G

vvzz
(Z=0) (Z=0) 

IIcc
(Z=0)(Z=0)

Alexander Vögler et al.

33--D D compressiblecompressible
radiationradiation--MHDMHD

simulationssimulations
Plage: Plage: BBZZ(t(t=0)=0) = 200 G= 200 G

Grid Size: 288 x 288 x 100Grid Size: 288 x 288 x 100

Vertical extent: 1.4 MmVertical extent: 1.4 Mm

Horizontal extent: 6 MmHorizontal extent: 6 Mm

66
MmMm



BBzz

TT IICC

vvzz

Horizontal cuts near surface level Vögler et al. 2005

Details of Details of 

thinthin

magneticmagnetic

fluxflux

sheetsheet

Steiner et al. 1994



MHD simulations: from quiet 

Sun to strong plage
0 G

50 G

200 G

400 G

Magnetic field

Radiation MHD
simulations of 
solar surface layers. Open lower 
boundary with fixed value of 
entropy for bottom inflow  (i.e. 
assume irradiance changes in surface layers)



0 G

50 G

200 G

400 G

Vögler et al. 2005

6000x6000x1400 km 

box,   20km grid

Radiation MHD
simulations of 
solar surface layers. Open lower 
boundary with fixed value of 
entropy for bottom inflow  (i.e. 
assume irradiance changes in surface layers)

MHD simulations: from quiet 

Sun to strong plage



Vertical cut through sheet-like structure

Radiation flux vectors & 
temperature

I

Bz

̈̈ partial evacuation leads to partial evacuation leads to 
a depression of  the a depression of  the ττ=1 =1 
level level 

̈̈ lateral heating from hot lateral heating from hot 
walls (walls (SpruitSpruit 1976)1976)

îîBrightness enhancement of Brightness enhancement of 
small structuressmall structures



B0=200 G: CLV of wavelength-integrated 

brightness

1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2µ=

1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2µ=

panels  separately normalized



Observation

IIcc at 488 nmat 488 nm magnetic field strengthmagnetic field strength

 θ=60°

 θ=0°

(K
e

lle
r e

t a
l. 2

0
0

4
)

Simulation: B0=400 G

Facular brightening

Facula:   narrow layer of hot material  on 
side and top of adjacent granule

Dark lane:   - cool & tenuous material in adjacent       
flux  concentration

- cool & dense material above 
neighbouring granule  



3-D simulations of mixed-polarity fields

Alexander Vögler, Robert Cameron, Manfred Schüssler

.. Mixed polarity simulations: diffusion & cancellation of oppositMixed polarity simulations: diffusion & cancellation of opposite e 
polarities (20 km resolution): <polarities (20 km resolution): <BBinitialinitial>=200G.                 >=200G.                 

. . BBzz BBzz < 200 G< 200 G

6
0

0
0

 k
m



Simulations require computers...



Flux Tubes, Canopies, Loops and 

Funnels

tellar wind regimetellar wind regime

merging

level,

canopy

merging

level,

canopy
monopolar magnetic

network

monopolar magnetic

network

bipolar region with

coronal loop:

bipolar region with

coronal loop:

magnetosphere

flux-tube

regime

flux-tube

regime

H fibrils:H fibrils:�



Coronal loops

̈̈ Coronal loops are closed Coronal loops are closed 
field lines in the corona. field lines in the corona. 
However, closed flux must However, closed flux must 
be be filled with plasmafilled with plasma before before 
it can be called a it can be called a coronal coronal 
looploop. . 

̈̈ Loop temps range from Loop temps range from 
below 0.1MK to 10MKbelow 0.1MK to 10MK

̈̈ Often a given observations Often a given observations 
(in a given spectral band) (in a given spectral band) 
samples radiation in a samples radiation in a 
narrow range of temps. It narrow range of temps. It 
sees only a small fraction of sees only a small fraction of 
all loops. all loops. 

Loops at 0.9MK (TRACE Loops at 0.9MK (TRACE 
Fe IX 171Fe IX 171ÅÅ))



Coronal loops in 3-DYellow lines: First Yellow lines: First 
stereoscopic stereoscopic 

reconstruction of reconstruction of 
coronal loops coronal loops 

observed by the two observed by the two 
STEREO spacecraft STEREO spacecraft 
looking at the Sun looking at the Sun 

from different from different 
directions.directions.

Red lines: magnetic Red lines: magnetic 
field extrapolations field extrapolations 

starting from starting from 
magnetogrammagnetogram on on 

solar surfacesolar surface

FengFeng et al. 2007et al. 2007



Structure of Cool Magnetic Loops
Magnetic loops 
deduced from 
measurements 
of He I 10830 Å 

Stokes profiles
in an emerging 
flux region.

Left projection: 
Field strength

Right projection: 
Vertical velocity

Andreas Lagg



Magnetic field extrapolations: Force 

free and potential fields

̈̈ General problem in solar physics: Magnetic field is General problem in solar physics: Magnetic field is 
measured mainly in the photosphere, but it makes measured mainly in the photosphere, but it makes 
music mainly in the corona.music mainly in the corona.

îîEither improve coronal field measurements Either improve coronal field measurements 
(currently difficult) or extrapolate from (currently difficult) or extrapolate from photosphericphotospheric
measurements into the corona.  measurements into the corona.  

̈̈ If If ȕȕ <<1 <<1 then we can neglect the influence of the gas then we can neglect the influence of the gas 
on the field: the field is forceon the field: the field is force--free. Considerable free. Considerable 
simplification of the computationssimplification of the computations

̈̈ If we further assume that there are no currents, the If we further assume that there are no currents, the 
computations become even simpler (potential field).computations become even simpler (potential field).



Testing Magnetic Extrapolations

̈̈ NonNon--linear forcelinear force--free fields reproduce the loops free fields reproduce the loops 
reconstructed from observations better than the linear forcereconstructed from observations better than the linear force--
free ones and far better than potential field extrapolations.free ones and far better than potential field extrapolations.

̈̈ Loops harbour strong currents while still emerging.Loops harbour strong currents while still emerging.

Observed           Potential         linear force free    nonObserved           Potential         linear force free    non--linear fflinear ff

Wiegelmann et al. 2004



Prominences



Prominence material supported by 

magnetic field

̈̈ Density of prominence Density of prominence 
material is orders of material is orders of 
magnitude higher than of magnitude higher than of 
surrounding corona.surrounding corona.

̈̈ Gas has to be supported Gas has to be supported 
against gravity.against gravity.

̈̈ Magnetic field can provide Magnetic field can provide 
this support, since ionized this support, since ionized 
gas can only flow along field gas can only flow along field 
lines.lines.



Prominence 

models

KippenhahnKippenhahn--SchlSchlüüterter
(below), (below), KuperusKuperus--RaaduRaadu

(below right) and flux tube (below right) and flux tube 
(right; 3(right; 3--D D KuperusKuperus--R.)R.)



Large scale magnetic structure of the 

quiet Sun

̈̈ At large scales At large scales 
only dipolar only dipolar 
component of component of 
magnetic field magnetic field 
survives, since survives, since 
multipolesmultipoles îî
B~rB~r--nn--11, where n=2 , where n=2 
for dipole, n=3 for for dipole, n=3 for 
quadrupolequadrupole, etc., etc.

̈̈ Closer to sun ever Closer to sun ever 
higher order higher order 
multipolesmultipoles are are 
importantimportant



Solar current sheet at activity minimum

̈̈ At activity minimum At activity minimum 
solar magnetic field is solar magnetic field is 
like a dipole, whose like a dipole, whose 
field lines are stretched field lines are stretched 
out by the solar wind. out by the solar wind. 

̈̈ Field lines with Field lines with 
opposite polarity lie opposite polarity lie 
close to each other close to each other 
near equator: near equator: euatorialeuatorial
current sheet.current sheet.

̈̈ If dipole axis inclined If dipole axis inclined 
to ecliptic: magnetic to ecliptic: magnetic 
polarity at Earth polarity at Earth 
changes over solar changes over solar 
rotation.rotation.



Heliospheric current sheet and Parker 

spiral
̈̈ Since solar wind expands Since solar wind expands radiallyradially beyond the beyond the AlfvenAlfven radius radius 

(where the energy density in the wind exceeds that in the (where the energy density in the wind exceeds that in the 
magnetic field) and the Sun rotates (i.e. the magnetic field) and the Sun rotates (i.e. the footpointsfootpoints of the of the 
field), the structure of the field (carried out by the wind, butfield), the structure of the field (carried out by the wind, but
anchored on rotating surface) shows a spiral structure.anchored on rotating surface) shows a spiral structure.



The Sun-Earth
Connection



Solar influence on Earth

The variable activity of the The variable activity of the 
Sun affects Earth in many Sun affects Earth in many 

ways:ways:

•• “Space weather”: “Space weather”: 

Disturbances inDisturbances in
the Magnetosphere,the Magnetosphere,
Ionosphere,Ionosphere,
Upper atmosphere Upper atmosphere 

•• Satellite  systems,Satellite  systems,
Communication Communication 
and Energy supplyand Energy supply

•• Global climate  Global climate  
changechange

•• Modulation of  Modulation of  
galactic cosmic galactic cosmic 
rays hitting Earthrays hitting Earth

sh
o
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n
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Space Weather

̈̈ Cause: Cause: variability of Sun & solar windvariability of Sun & solar wind

̈̈ Solar components:Solar components: solar energetic electrosolar energetic electro--magnetic magnetic 
(UV, X(UV, X--rays, rays, けけ--rays) & particle radiation (rays) & particle radiation (eVeV to to MeVMeV))

ðð

̈̈ Affected natural systems:Affected natural systems: Earth’s magnetosphere, Earth’s magnetosphere, 
ionosphere, thermosphere, stratosphereionosphere, thermosphere, stratosphere

̈̈ Technical systemsTechnical systems in space & partly on Earth in space & partly on Earth 
affectedaffected

̈̈ Potential health hazard:Potential health hazard: astronauts, airplane astronauts, airplane 
passengers & crew, inhabitants at high latitudes passengers & crew, inhabitants at high latitudes 
(ozone hole)(ozone hole)



Causes of Space weather

̈̈ Variations of the solar electromagnetic Variations of the solar electromagnetic 
radiation, in particular UV and Xradiation, in particular UV and X--radiationradiation

̈̈ Solar windSolar wind

̈̈ SuprathermalSuprathermal particles (particle energies particles (particle energies 
of of eVeV))

̈̈ Energetic particles (Energetic particles (keVkeV to to MeVMeV))

̈̈ Cosmic Cosmic raysrays ((MeVMeV to to GeVGeV))

̈̈ MeteoridesMeteorides, interplanetary dust,     , interplanetary dust,     
galactic Gammagalactic Gamma--RayRay--Bursts, etc.Bursts, etc.

From 
Sun

Other
sources



The Sun and Space Weather: CMEs

R. Schwenn

Composite of Sun 
and its extended 

corona 
(LASCO C2 + C3

EIT 304 Å)

Bright, overexposed 
dots are planets 
(Mercury, Venus, 

Jupiter, Saturn), fainter 
background objects are 

stars



Halo CMEs
Halo Halo CMEsCMEs::

CMEsCMEs directed directed 
towards (or away towards (or away 
from) Earth. The from) Earth. The 
main cause of main cause of 
Space Weather. Space Weather. 

Most difficult to Most difficult to 
detect! Most detect! Most 
difficult to predict difficult to predict 
propagation propagation 
speed.speed.



Effect of a CME directed to Earth

The largest solar particle events appear to result from 
shock associated coronal mass ejections (CMEs)



Interaction of Solar Wind with 
Magnetosphere of Earth

South

North
I MF - Bz Earth - B

Induced electric field:       E = - V x B

Effective energy transfer into Magnetosphere in presence of 
southward component of IMF (e.g. through CMEs, CIRs, waves)



Geomagnetic Storm

Goodrich et al. 1998 GRLGoodrich et al. 1998 GRLAvgeAvge. solar wind speed: 410 km. solar wind speed: 410 km

IMF B 
direction

Simulation of reaction of magnetosphere to passage of CME launchSimulation of reaction of magnetosphere to passage of CME launched 6.1.97ed 6.1.97



Space Weather: the Aurora



Influence of Solar Activity on 
Technical Systems

L. L. LanzerottiLanzerotti



Ionospheric heating by UV radiation

Most important 
solar radiation 

component is LyĮ, 
whose strength 

changes by roughly 
a factor of 2 over a 

solar cycle.

Larger temperature 
means larger scale 
height: ionosphere 

expands



Increased Drag on Satellites

HST

̈̈ Expanding atmosphere causes increased drag on low orbit Expanding atmosphere causes increased drag on low orbit 
satellites. They loose altitude & nonsatellites. They loose altitude & non--symmetrical satellites symmetrical satellites 
can start tumblingcan start tumbling
̈̈ Skylab reSkylab re--entered several years earlier than plannedentered several years earlier than planned

̈̈ Hubble Space Telescope drops 10Hubble Space Telescope drops 10--15 km per year (Re15 km per year (Re--boosted by boosted by 
the Shuttlethe Shuttle

More than 12 satellites lost due to More than 12 satellites lost due to 
Space Weather EffectsSpace Weather Effects



Astronaut 
safety

̈̈ Astronauts are Astronauts are 
particularly at riskparticularly at risk

̈̈ The Earth’s The Earth’s 
magnetosphere magnetosphere 
helps to protect helps to protect 
the astronauts the astronauts 
on, e.g. the ISS.on, e.g. the ISS.

̈̈ Astronauts Astronauts 
travelling to the travelling to the 
moon etc. are moon etc. are 
very much at risk, very much at risk, 
however.however.



Bright 
Sun 

causes 
dark night

Blackout in Canada 
and NE USA due to 
solar damage to 
transformers (2003, at 
last activity maximum

̈̈ Satellite based telecommunications growing most rapidly Satellite based telecommunications growing most rapidly 

̈̈ Navigation now also largely satellite based: GPS, GalileoNavigation now also largely satellite based: GPS, Galileo

̈̈ Satellite payloads increasingly sensitiveSatellite payloads increasingly sensitive

̈̈ Humans in Space: Humans in Space: more and longer manned missionsmore and longer manned missions

̈̈ Importance of Space Weather warnings will increaseImportance of Space Weather warnings will increase

Damage to technical systems, etc. 

produced by the Sun estimated to 

be > 200 M$ per year

100 M$ 
100 M$ -- satellites

satellites

100 M$ 
100 M$ -- power grids

power grids

10 M$ 
10 M$ -- communication

communication



Does the Sun influence climate?

Answer depends on the considered time scaleAnswer depends on the considered time scale

̈̈ Time scales of Time scales of billions of yearsbillions of years: yes! The Sun’s evolution : yes! The Sun’s evolution 
makes it increasingly brighter (see sect. on solar interior)makes it increasingly brighter (see sect. on solar interior)

̈̈ Time scales of 10Time scales of 1055--101066 yearsyears: Ice ages are probably caused : Ice ages are probably caused 
by changes in the Earth’s orbital parameters (although by changes in the Earth’s orbital parameters (although 
changes in the Sun’s changes in the Sun’s radiativeradiative output may play a role). output may play a role). 

̈̈ Time scales of centuries to Time scales of centuries to milleniamillenia: there are increasing : there are increasing 
indications of a solar contribution to global climate changeindications of a solar contribution to global climate change

̈̈ Shorter time scales: unclearShorter time scales: unclear



Climate evolution: the broader view

̈̈ The Earth today is cooler by 4The Earth today is cooler by 4--6 K than it was 10 6 K than it was 10 
MyearsMyears agoago



Ice ages and warm periods



Accumulation ofAccumulation of į18O in Greenland icein Greenland ice



į18O signatures in Greenland ice



Ice ages and warm periods II

We live in a (rare) warm period (Holocene ≈ 12000 We live in a (rare) warm period (Holocene ≈ 12000 
yrs) in times dominated by ice ages. Transitions are yrs) in times dominated by ice ages. Transitions are 

abrupt.abrupt.

MilankovichMilankovich--Theory: Changes in Earth’s orbital Theory: Changes in Earth’s orbital 
parameters cause ice age cycles. Abrupt Transitions? parameters cause ice age cycles. Abrupt Transitions? 
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Cause of Ice ages



Cause of Ice 
ages

Standard theory: 
Milankovic theory of orbital 

parameter changes of 
Earth, combined with non-
symmetric distribution of 

continents.

Effect of the change of the 
eccentricity of the Earth’s 
orbit on temperature on 
Earth: direct evidence



Has the Earth warmed?

IsIs thisthis warmingwarming significantsignificant and and importantimportant??

Die Sonne als Klimatreiber?
Klima:Klima: Beeinflusst die Sonne das Klima und trägt sie Beeinflusst die Sonne das Klima und trägt sie 

zum gegenwärtigen Klimawandel bei?zum gegenwärtigen Klimawandel bei?

1900                                          1960

Muir & Riggs Glaciers, Alaska



Is the Recent Temperature Rise 
Extraordinary?

Mann et al.; Moberg et al.

Various temperature reconstructions suggest that the Earth is Various temperature reconstructions suggest that the Earth is 
hotter now than in the last 2000 yearshotter now than in the last 2000 years



Is Global 
Warming 

Man-
made?

Source: NASA

COCO2 2 
main manmain man--mademade
greenhouse gasgreenhouse gas



IPCC Predictions until 2100

Scenarios for emission Scenarios for emission 
of Greenhouse Gasesof Greenhouse Gases

Expect 1.5Expect 1.5--22oo warming by 2050warming by 2050

Predicted temperature Predicted temperature 
over next 100 yearsover next 100 years



Warming is uneven over the globe



Some
Consequences

of Global 
Climate Change

Extreme weather events 

Rising sea 
level



Is everything understood?



Could the Sun be to blame?

̈̈ TheThe Sun Sun deliversdelivers
1.36 kW / m1.36 kW / m22. . WeWe
getget ≈≈ 1 kW / m1 kW / m22

(at (at equatorequator, at , at 
noonnoon, , ifif no no cloudsclouds))

̈̈ In 20In 20--30 min the 30 min the 
Sun provides to Sun provides to 
Earth the yearly Earth the yearly 
energy needs of energy needs of 
HumanityHumanity

WithoutWithout sunlightsunlight , no life, no life ((OurOur
atmosphereatmosphere wouldwould cool to cool to 

belowbelow --200200oo C C withinwithin weeksweeks))



The life story of Greenland ice IIThe life story of Greenland ice II
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Sunspots and Climate over Last 1150 
Years

UsoskinUsoskin, , SchSchüüsslerssler, Solanki, , Solanki, MursulaMursula 20042004

Mann & Jones 2003Mann & Jones 2003

̈̈ Sunspot numbers reconstructed over past 1150 years from Sunspot numbers reconstructed over past 1150 years from 
1010Be correlate with NH climate at 98% significance level.Be correlate with NH climate at 98% significance level.

̈̈ Mainly due to “hockey stick” shape, also seen in solar data! Mainly due to “hockey stick” shape, also seen in solar data! 

̈̈ Analysis excludes last 25 years, when Sun did not behave Analysis excludes last 25 years, when Sun did not behave 
like climate (like climate (Solanki & Solanki & KrivovaKrivova 20032003))



Maunder Minimum & Little Ice Age
The Maunder Minimum 
corresponded to the Little Ice 
Age: Is there a connection?

H. Avercamp

The coldest decade in England   
since the 1690s;
1813/1814 – last Christmas Fair 
on the Thames

Dalton



Paths by Which Sun Affects 
Climate

̈̈ Variations of total irradiance:Variations of total irradiance: change in total energy input to change in total energy input to 
Earth’s atmosphere [irradiance] = W/mEarth’s atmosphere [irradiance] = W/m22 = flux at 1AU (above = flux at 1AU (above 
Earth’s atmosphere)Earth’s atmosphere)

̈̈ Variations of UV irradiance:Variations of UV irradiance: influence on atmospheric influence on atmospheric 
chemistry (e.g. stratospheric ozone production and chemistry (e.g. stratospheric ozone production and 
depletion)depletion)

̈̈ Modulation of cosmic rays:Modulation of cosmic rays: has been proposed to affect has been proposed to affect 
cloud cover.cloud cover.

̈̈ Energy carried by particles at 1 AU 0.002 W/mEnergy carried by particles at 1 AU 0.002 W/m22 (mainly (mainly 
protons and electrons) vs. 1365 W/mprotons and electrons) vs. 1365 W/m22 from radiationfrom radiation



Measured 
Total 

Irradiance

8 different TSI 
radio-meters have 
been used, with 
offsets. Trend in 
composite depends 
on introduced 
corrections

PMOD homepage 
2008



0̈.1%0.1%

Measured total irradiance

C. Fröhlich, PMOD



Irradiance

Sunspots



Faculae and Plage

Area increase of faculae from activity min to max is 
factor of 10-20 greater than of sunspots



Passage of a Facular Group



3- Component Model

̈̈ Assume that variation in irradiance is exclusively Assume that variation in irradiance is exclusively 
due to magnetic field at solar surface (for time due to magnetic field at solar surface (for time 
scales dayscales day--decades)decades)

̈̈ Total flux Total flux F(F(ȜȜ,t) ,t) then depends on the intrinsic fluxes then depends on the intrinsic fluxes 
of each of the different types of magnetic features of each of the different types of magnetic features 
and the area fraction and the area fraction ĮĮ that each coversthat each covers

̈̈ Flux at 1AU = irradianceFlux at 1AU = irradiance

̈̈ Magnetic features:Magnetic features:

̈̈ sunspots: subscript sunspots: subscript ““ss””

̈̈ faculae: subscript faculae: subscript ““ff””

̈̈ Background: fieldBackground: field--free quiet Sun: subscript free quiet Sun: subscript ““qq””



Total  flux emitted by Sun

̈̈ Sum of filling factors = 1 Sum of filling factors = 1 

̈̈ FFs s , , FFff and and FFqq are the fluxes that one would measure are the fluxes that one would measure 
if that feature were to cover the whole Sunif that feature were to cover the whole Sun



3- Component Model

F(λ) quiet Sun flux
(Fontenla et al. 1993)

F(λ) sunspot flux; separate   
umbra/penumbra
(cool Kurucz models)

F(λ)    facular flux
(modified model-F; 

Fontenla et al. 1993;

Unruh et al. 2000)

α (t)    filling factor of sunspots
(MDI continuum)

α (t)   filling factor of faculae
(MDI magnetograms)

s

f



B as source of irradiance changes

Wenzler, Solanki, Krivova 2005



Model vs. Observations



Spectral  Irradiance

Good agreement between data and model: Over 90% Good agreement between data and model: Over 90% 
of solar irradiance variations on time scales days of solar irradiance variations on time scales days ––

solar cycle caused by surface magnetismsolar cycle caused by surface magnetism



Are there longer term variations of 
solar irradiance?

̈̈ No direct records of irradiance variations on longer No direct records of irradiance variations on longer 
time scales. Need to use models.time scales. Need to use models.

̈̈ Need to distinguish different periodsNeed to distinguish different periods

̈̈ Since ~ 1800: good direct sunspot number measurementsSince ~ 1800: good direct sunspot number measurements

̈̈ Since 1611: telescopic sunspot number measurementsSince 1611: telescopic sunspot number measurements

̈̈ On longer time scales: first a proxy of the solar magnetic On longer time scales: first a proxy of the solar magnetic 
field must be reconstructed.field must be reconstructed.



The aa geomagnetic index

Melbourne / Toulangi / Canberra

Greenwich / Abinger / Hartland

Horizontal 
perturbation, ΔH

Time, t

RS

RN

For each 3 hour interval the ranges of ΔH, RN and RS are scaled to 
give “K-values”, KN and KS which are converted to aaN and aaS using 
an algorithm that allows for location of magnetometer

3 hours

aa   =  ( aaN + aaS )/2 Mayaud, 1976



Interplanetary Magnetic Field Interplanetary Magnetic Field 

Sunspots

Measurements

Reconstructed

Lockwood et al. 1999 Nature

̈̈ Reconstructed from Reconstructed from 
geomagnetic geomagnetic aaaa

̈̈ Open Open heliosphericheliospheric
flux doubled during flux doubled during 
the last centurythe last century

̈̈ Solar origin of the Solar origin of the 
secular trend?secular trend?

̈̈ Does total magnetic Does total magnetic 
flux show similar flux show similar 
trend?trend?



Active regions and ephemeral regions

SOHO/MDI magnetograms

Mx/yr 26104...2 ⋅≈Φ&Mx/yr 2423 103...103 ⋅⋅≈Φ&



Solar cycle & ephemeral regions

active regions

ephemeral regions

(K. Harvey, 1994)



Ephemeral Regions: Overlapping Cycles

active regions

ephemeral regions

(K. Harvey, 2000)



̈̈ Cyclic flux emergence in (large) Cyclic flux emergence in (large) active regionsactive regions

and (small) and (small) ephemeral regionsephemeral regions

îî take sunspot number take sunspot number (R) (R) as a `proxy´as a `proxy´
îî extended cycle for ephemeral regions extended cycle for ephemeral regions 

A Coarse Model for the Secular Variation 
of the Sun´s Magnetic Flux

Solanki,  Schüssler & Fligge 2000, 
2002 time

active regions
ephemeral regions•• ER start earlierER start earlier

•• more extended, more extended, 
overlapping cycles overlapping cycles 



Reconstruction of Open Flux back to 1700

10Be Open solar flux

InterplanetaryInterplanetary fieldfield

Solanki et al. 2000 Nature

Model also predicts very similar trend for solar total magnetic Model also predicts very similar trend for solar total magnetic 
flux flux îî solar irradiance should also show secular trendsolar irradiance should also show secular trend



Accumulation of Accumulation of 1010Be in Greenland iceBe in Greenland ice



Modulation of cosmic rays

Cosmic rays = Cosmic rays = 
energetic energetic 

particles from particles from 
galactic sources.  galactic sources.  
Solar magnetic Solar magnetic 
field reduces field reduces 

number of number of 
particles particles 

reaching Earth. reaching Earth. 
More active Sun More active Sun 
îî less particles less particles 

reach Earthreach Earth



Effect of cosmic rays in 
atmosphere

̈̈ Charged energetic CR Charged energetic CR 
particles interact with particles interact with 
molecules in atmospheremolecules in atmosphere

îîparticle showers: of interest particle showers: of interest 
to particle physiciststo particle physicists

îîIonisation of many atomsIonisation of many atoms

îîFormation of neutrons, Formation of neutrons, 
detected with neutron detected with neutron 
monitorsmonitors

îîFormation of Formation of cosmogeniccosmogenic
isotopes: 10Be and 14C, isotopes: 10Be and 14C, 
etc.etc.



Cosmic Rays, the Sun & Tree Rings

Flux of cosmic rays is changed by Flux of cosmic rays is changed by 
solar activitysolar activity

îî
îî

Production of isotopes, Production of isotopes, 
such as such as 1414C (used for  C (used for  
radiocarbon dating)radiocarbon dating)



How did 
the Sun 
Behave 

since last 
Ice Age? 

Number of Number of 
Sunspots over last Sunspots over last 

11400 years  11400 years  
reconstructed from reconstructed from 
1414C in tree ringsC in tree rings îî
Sun is very active Sun is very active 

todaytoday compared to compared to 
last last 11000 years11000 years

Solanki et al. 2004 
Nature





Sunspot Number for Last 11400 Years
̈̈ 1414C from tree rings carries C from tree rings carries 

information on sunspots.information on sunspots.

̈̈ Using physical models of Using physical models of 
all the steps connecting all the steps connecting 
〉〉1414C with sunspot C with sunspot 
number, it was possible to number, it was possible to 
obtain sunspot number obtain sunspot number 
over 11400 years.over 11400 years.

îîOrder of magnitude longer Order of magnitude longer 
series than beforeseries than before

îîCurrent episode of high Current episode of high 
solar activity is unique for solar activity is unique for 
the last 8000 years!the last 8000 years!

Solanki et al. 2004, NatureSolanki et al. 2004, Nature



How long will the current episode of 
high activity last?

̈̈ Current high activity episode is one of the longest knownCurrent high activity episode is one of the longest known

̈̈ Probability that it continues until 22Probability that it continues until 22ndnd century: below 1%century: below 1%

SolankiSolanki et al. 2004, Natureet al. 2004, Nature



Solar Irradiance and Climate
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